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Preface  

 

"Seeing Beyond Differences" is a book written with the objective of helping as 

many people as possible see beyond minor and major differences in a world 

where differences and diversity are seen through the far left lens. This book 

highlights qualities that are essential for seeing through diverse views which 

might exist within Household, Community, Religion, Social Gathering, 

Culture & Tribe and Work Environment and put them into proper perspective. 

I’m fully convinced that you will find more than a few points beneficial as you 

read through.  
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INTRODUCTION 

It’s been a very long trip on an autonomous ship sailing on an open sea from a 

distant east location heading toward a remote west location. Considering the 

different impact of the sea wave and storm on the ship, you can’t just but 

observe the different reactions from the passengers.  

At some point, right among the passengers was a man who took advantage of 

the divergent reactions and created a problematic situation, ruining what could 

have been a peaceful sail. With diabolical manoeuvring he stealthily eliminates 

every other passenger on board, one after the other. For him, his action felt 

right and wise, and he seemed to enjoy the sail after that; but little did he know 

that he had created a path for a much bigger calamity.  

While he was presumably enjoying the trip amidst various tides, the ship 

developed a minor fault which degenerated into a major one. Being a novice in 

sailing and ship engineering, coupled with lack of experience in navigating 

through the ocean, the ship suffered wreckage. Among those who were killed 

by this self-acclaimed wise and tricky passenger were experienced professional 

sailor and cruise engineer who could have helped save the ship from wreckage 

during the stormy period, but sadly he had eliminated all on board.  

Why this narrative?  

The above, though fictional, illustrates a profound truth that has affected 

mankind greatly over many generations. It’s obviously no longer an isolation 

fact that, in every aspect of life, one of the major problems we dealt with as 

family, community, and nation often spring from minor issues or differences 

which could be likened to reactions observed by various passengers in the 

above narrative, which by extension lead to major issues and problems.  
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We’ve seen families broken up; neighboring and distant communities involved 

in ethnic feuds; countries engaged in generational wars - all due to minor issues 

and differences.  

We’ve seen how minor issues in schools had crippled students' educational and 

life goals; we’ve seen tribal and cultural wars lasting for years due to minor 

issues and differences. Often, religions as well aren’t left out, as a little spark in 

religious differences has led to destructive conflicts.  

The more you reflect on these heart-wrenching sceneries in day-to-day human 

relations vis-à-vis activities, the more you come to the conclusion that: the 

beauty of our existence (which is at the range of 80 to 120 years) lies in seeing 

beyond minor and major differences. No one ever lives fully, truly and sincerely 

without acknowledging the beauty in human existence. No matter the perspective 

with which you gaze, the simple fact remains: “we are different in one way or 

the other”.  

 

Bring together children of the same parent, you will realize this simple fact 

remains crystal clear despite the homogeneity of birth! However, in spite of 

these differences we share many things in common ranging from the existence 

of humanity, to the air, to the sun and many other natural features that 

contribute to our existence on earth. The aim of this book is to help you see 

beyond major and minor differences in every aspect of life, put them into 

proper perspective, synchronize and harness there potential to the betterment 

and advancement of mankind.  Do take a comfortable position and let’s take 

this empowering journey together! 
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CHAPTER 1 

WITHIN HOUSEHOLD  

 

It was one of those beautiful summer afternoons in the city of Essen back in 

2018. I was on my way to one of my favorite stores at Hagen to purchase some 

stationery. A car drove past and stopped a short distance ahead of me. Out of 

the car came a woman I presumed was the driver's wife. I could observe the 

man who drove the car said something to the woman as she alighted from the 

car. All of a sudden, her expressions became very stern. The volume and tone 

of her voice revealed her anger as she replied him.  

Presumably, the disagreement started back at home or while they were in the 

car before she alighted. Whatever the case was, one thing was sure, they were 

not getting along, just as it is common with many couples. Their countenance 

both reflected that of a couple going through some challenging phase.  

As far as the world in general is concerned there is no couple or family 

immune to challenges. Daily, we often read news of how minor issues had 

metamorphosed into major issues, which thus results in bitter or sour ending of 

so many happy and blissful marital arrangements.   

Family feud isn’t restricted to parents or couples alone; it sometimes often 

extends to children. Thus, it isn’t a surprise when a parent unequivocally says 

they disown a child or when you hear a child says: “I no longer have contact 

with my parents, we just don't get along”. 

 If a wife who had once seen her husband to be the best man in the world now 

considers him not to be her ‘kind of person’; and if a husband who once saw 

his wife to be the best and most beautiful woman in the world now considers 

her not to be his ‘kind of person'; and if by extension, a parent who conceived 

and nurtured a kid up to adolescent phase in life suddenly realize the kid isn’t 
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any longer their ‘kind of person’, then, we might as well begin to ask what 

really determines one’s kind of person.  

It definitely has to be because of differences in view about minor issues in life. I 

use the term “minor issues” because problems in general, no matter how small 

or great it might be, often starts small - as minor unsynchronized or unfix 

issues.   

For any family to succeed, every member of the family must understand the 

basic fact that everyone has different views about life. This is the natural 

endowment of mankind. Thus, the rationale behind a father having different 

view about a subject under discussion within the family, the wife having 

another view and the children also having a totally different view from that of 

their parents. This, more often than not, lead to conflicts unless it's handled 

with wisdom, discretion, empathy and largeness of heart. 

This reminds me of the case of a certain Teju. Teju was young but with a mind 

of her own. A dogged mind filled with hope and aspiration about her future. 

But when it was time to make a choice on what career and college to attend, 

her father told her specifically what his preferences for her were. He told her 

what college she is to attend and what course to study. Her mother had a 

different view. But none of what her parents thought was best for her was what 

she truly wanted.  

Sadly, the differences in views led to years of problems within the family. One 

would wonder why a family would allow minor differences in views to ruin the 

bond of endearment they once had as a family. However, this isn't peculiar to 

Teju’s family. It’s simply a reflection of the goings-on within thousands (not to 

say millions) of homes across the globe. 

 

Growing Together but Differently  

Many families live together for years under the same roof, dine and wine 

together on the same dining set, yet do not really know how much differences 

in view they hold about life.  In the example of Teju, she had lived with her 
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parents all through childhood and teenage years, but they had lost track of 

understanding their various individual and collective views about life.  

Teju’s father wanted the best for her in terms of profession and thus the need to 

recommend a chosen career path, but Teju’s experiences in life on the other 

hand made her see reasons to choose a different path from that of her father. 

Without a doubt, one of the fundamental distinctions that shape our 

viewpoint(s) vis-à-vis worldview is experience, especially the ones linked with 

either intense pain or pleasure. 

 Teju had obviously gathered ample experiences, perhaps from people of 

different professions and thus come to a conclusion about what she considered 

to be the best choice for her. Most parents often come to a conclusion of 

knowing their children, while in the real sense they have lost track of knowing 

them. They lost track of what shape their individual views about life by 

stopping to ask important and fundamental questions to get to know one 

another better, thus they keep growing together but differently (and more often 

than not 'apart'). 

 

Most family members stopped learning and knowing about individual 

members of the family. Even parents who had often spent time with their 

children at the very early stage in life later, unconsciously, abandon them to 

randomness approach of acquiring life’s view and experiences by withdrawing 

from spending quality time with them as soon as they start walking and going 

to school independently. They stopped learning about the child’s view and 

experiences about life. They stopped asking important questions to identify or 

understand ‘the why?’, ‘the how?’ and, ‘the what?’ about things that shape their 

children’s life view, only to wake up one day to realize the child had acquired 

years of experience to shape his personal view about life, which in most cases 

are in contradiction to those of either the mother or father. 
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 I presume that was the case in the instance of Teju and her parents. The father 

was perhaps shocked to realize his daughter wasn’t interested in seeing things 

from his perspective. She doesn’t see his view as something worthy of 

consideration, which also translates to a figurative slap on his face.  

Obviously, having differences in view isn’t the fundamental problem here, 

rather not acknowledging and recognizing the view of individual party is. 

When family members refuse to acknowledge each other's viewpoint, they 

suffer from what I call "unsynchronized dilemma" (or ''unsynchronized 

viewpoint"). 

Sadly, many parents who disown their children without first taking 

fundamental steps toward a synchronized viewpoint often realize later how 

much they’ve subjected themselves and their children to emotional and 

physical pain that resulted from unsynchronized viewpoint. In order to be able 

to synchronize viewpoints, it is important for family members to keep learning 

about one another as often as possible by creating a conducive atmosphere for 

heartfelt conversations. With open, honest and heartfelt conversation, diverse 

in viewpoint can be analyzed and synchronized. It's with such open and 

heartfelt conversation that families get to accept one another's view about life 

and synchronize their differences whether it's a major or minor one.  

Forceful imposition of views within the family, which in most instances might 

come from either the father or mother toward a child or vice versa, often 

doesn’t only lead to unsynchronized dilemma but also defiance, which I 

consider to be in line with Malcom Gladwell’s submission that, “Excessive use 

of force creates legitimacy problem, and force without legitimacy leads to 

defiance, not submission”.  

   

Give People Persistent Room for Growth 

 

The problem resulting from a general unsynchronized viewpoint isn’t only 

limited to parents-children relationship within the family. There are instances 

where parents and children often have smoothly synchronized views, while the 
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problem of ''unsynchronized dilemma'' lingered between the father and mother. 

Sadly, such problems had resulted in many divorce and separation, which by 

extension, subject children to suffer for years, from having their parents 

separated due to unsynchronized views. 

Unlike in primitive ages whereby people marry within their cultural groups, 

more than ever before, people now marry outside their cultural group. Sadly, 

only few mates among those intercultural marriages allow persistent room for 

growth to learn, and integrate fully into their various partners’ cultural views: 

thus causing several marriages to suffer from unsynchronized cultural 

relativism. 

Aside from the problem of cultural diversity, there are so many minor events 

that happen on a daily basis and when not handled effectively can result in 

general unsynchronized viewpoint. A good example of such minor issues was 

observed while walking through Kettwiger straße sometimes around summer 

2018. As I moved around, my thoughts were on which restaurants or places I 

could go to seeking for employment. I was so carried away by my need to get a 

job that I barely noticed the people around me.  

As I wandered through the streets trying to decide where to make my job 

request, someone chuckled. I turned to see a man with a grin on his face. He 

seemed really amused. He wasn't alone; he had a cute baby in a carrier. Our 

eyes interlocked in this momentary glances and his chuckle became louder. He 

laughed really hard this time! For those moments, I couldn't help but stare at 

the overly amused man. He must have sensed how highly curious I have 

become and so he turned to me to share with me his amusement.  

'Bros!' he said grinning at me. 'See me see wahala o'.  

'What?' 

 I asked as thoughts on what could possibly be behind his amusement flooded 

my head.  

'That's my wife over there'. He said pointing to a lady at a distance. 'She left the baby 

and I behind because she's very angry with me'.  
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'What happened?', I asked, becoming amused myself.  

'She said I was staring at another woman's backside, but sincerely my attention wasn't 

focused there.'  

I was surprised by his reply, and couldn't hold back a smile as I watched the 

woman walk further away in anger.  

 

Clearly, you will agree that this isn’t an isolated issue or scenario. It’s a minor 

issue or differences in viewpoint which, if not handled or managed carefully, 

can result in major marital problems. It could even be as devastating as a story 

I read in a Nigerian news platform with the caption: Wife Kills Husband, Three 

Children and Herself in Makurdi (Nigeria).  

Whatever her reasons were was not mentioned, and neither her nor her family 

was alive to say why she went that far, taking the life of those she's supposed to 

care about. But one thing is certain: if issues were settled quickly things would 

not have turned out the way it did. We would have been spared the pain of 

reading stories as heart crushing as that.  

 It's sad to say that very few families really live; most merely exist. Taking a 

clue from the reference point of parent referring to a child as “he isn’t my kind 

anymore”, and a child referring to parents as “they aren’t my kind anymore”, 

you would, to an extent, agree that family member who choose to come to 

such a conclusion without taking the initiative to resolve issues or synchronize 

viewpoint would largely be existing rather than living fully. Because no one 

really lived until he or she lives intentionally, lives kindly and touches lives 

positively. And this must start from home! 

 So, by default, living in itself starts within the family. If anyone finds it 

difficult to show kindness to his or her immediate family or touches his or her 

family members lives positively, which by extension involve prompt 

synchronization of viewpoint, such individual, to a large extent, would find it 
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difficult to show genuine kindness, love and empathy to others who aren't his 

family members. By so doing, he'll merely be existing rather than living! 

One fundamental principle to living fully rather than existing within a family is 

to acknowledge and embrace diversity in view. And this acknowledgement and 

empathetic stance must be based, build and woven around honesty(Ho), 

morality(Mo), kindness(Ki), compassion(Co), Goodness (Go) and love(Lo) 

[HOMOKICOGOLO], among others.   

 

While there might not be any available data to show how much family 

synchronize their view points, I won't be taken by surprise if I find an 

analytical report showing that very few parents regularly ask their children 

what morality, honesty, integrity, kindness, compassion, loyalty, goodness, 

love, etc., meant to them? The same is also the case when viewed from 

children to parents. Thus, most families, by default, ignored a synchronized 

viewpoint on important and outstanding qualities for living fully.  

As a rule, when stepping out on daily basis, it’s important to prime every member of the 

family for the day’s activity. But in a situation where a ''daily practice'' of this 

seems heinous, a ''consistent practice'' must not be swept under the carpet. 

A good approach I would recommend, should any one ask is:  always tell or 

remind every member of the family to live by choosing morality, honesty, 

integrity, kindness, loyalty, goodness, love and compassion as top priority in 

dealing with people throughout the day. Meanwhile, this suggestion is best 

implemented after a synchronized viewpoint of what morality,  honesty, integrity, 

kindness, loyalty, goodness, love and compassion meant to individual members of 

the family. It’s often easy to see how bad things have become in our society, 

but so often we overlook how we can contribute toward a better society by 

creating, in our individual lives, the kind of value that would make our family 

relationship wax stronger and by extension have a positive effect on the world 

around us.  
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 “The family is one of nature’s masterpieces.”  - George Santayana 

   

 I couldn't agree more with George Santayana’s description of family 

institution as a great masterpiece of nature. The desire to have one's own 

family institution is innate in humans. Unlike other institutions which can be 

unilaterally established, a successful family requires that the two people 

coming together should share similar objective or orientation about life. This is 

very important. 

While relaxing on a sofa in mid-winter of 2018, I saw a post update shared by 

one of my younger brothers. At first I wondered what got him fascinated about 

the post, since he wasn't ready for marriage. The more I read the post, the 

more I realized something very profound. The quote (though in pidgin 

English) partly says, "How you go get hot temper and you go still dey follow person 

wey dey tell you sae im no get tym for nonsense, and you dey hope sae with tym una go 

blend".  

The more I thought about the quote, the more I realized how profound those 

words are to building a solid family or marital institution.  

It isn’t an isolated news any longer that many family institutions aren’t built to 

live and thrive on a solid foundation due to the simple fact that compatibility 

in areas of communication, listening, values etc. are often neglected or ignored 

during courtship periods. If two people always disagree on major viewpoints 

while in courtship for two or three years, no doubt they probably would have 

problems agreeing on those viewpoints even in three hundred years to come 

except they shift boundaries, compromise intelligently and have a suitable 

approach for viewpoints synchronization.  
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In building a solid foundation for family institution compatibility and friendship 

isn’t an option; rather it is the core foundation and backbone of every lasting 

marriage. 

Recently I did some intensive research and dug out some data on the rate of 

family institution breakdown around the world. My discovery was 

heartbroken! However, it didn't come as a surprise to learn that 40% to 50% in 

the US alone divorce after marriages, while over 90% refuse to marry until 

about the age of 50. If you closely examine any broken marriage, you will 

come to realize that a major factor for such breakup is incompatibly and lack 

of true friendship.  

To simplify the major causes of marital collapse, unifiedlawyers.com 

mentioned five factors which are truthfully ''unifying'' across board. They are:   

• Infidelity  

• Incompatibility/Grew apart 

• Drinking/Drug     

• Physical Abuse 

• Others   

 

Among the above mentioned causes, “incompatibility and grew apart” resulted 

in 44% of the cause of divorce around the world. Sadly, most problems leading 

to divorce can often be traced back to traits exhibited by couples before getting 

married. If every couple develops close friendship and compatibility prior to 

marital life, I strongly believe that 44% collapse rating from incompatibility 

would have been saved or reduced drastically. 
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It becomes apparent that every couple contemplating marriage should examine 

their relationship carefully to be sure that its core foundation has been properly 

placed on compatibility and friendship before marriage can be safely built. 

It wouldn't be out of place to ask your partner, during courtship, certain 

questions that are germane to family success.  Below is a list of some profound 

''family success'' questions: 

• What does living and existing means to you?  

• What does family institution mean to you?  

• What does honesty mean to you?  

• What does love mean to you?  

• What does compassion mean to you?  

• What does goodness mean to you?  

• What does kindness mean to you?  

• What does moral mean to you?  

• How do you measure the value of life? 

 

No doubt, asking these questions during pre-family institution establishment 

will help build a strong foundation that can withstand any future challenges.  
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CHAPTER 2 

WITHIN SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT  

  

"Education is the key to unlocking the world, a passport to 

freedom." - Oprah Winfrey 

 

According to Elizabeth Warren, "A good education is a foundation for a better 

future". That ‘better future’ is the desire of parents as they walk their children 

to school every day of the week, and watch them go through each academic 

stage in life.  

As they go through these developmental stages from childhood to a much 

higher learning as adults, the school environment exposes them to the beauty 

in diversity. Not just in academic knowledge but in interactions.   

Though interactive learning atmosphere differs from one school to the other, 

the beauty of such interactive atmosphere is to help students acquire more 

knowledge outside the school curriculum. Especially on how other students 

think, relate and contribute to discussion or project. 

 

At an early stage of learning, children are yet to develop a personality, toward 

creating an identity of their own. So they tend to absorb and reflect the attitude 

of the homes that have nurtured them. Their actions and reactions are born 

from viewing life through the lens of their parents. 
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Things start to change as they grow much older in years, their learning and 

experiences in life molds their thinking and personality.  

 

 

Truth is, if children at elementary school are observed on how well they reflect 

qualities such as honesty(Ho), morality(Mo), kindness(Ki), compassion(Co), 

Goodness (Go) and love(Lo) [HOMOKICOGOLO], the result will definitely vary. 

 

 

On the scale of 1-10, there are kids that would score an average or beyond. But 

one thing is sure; children who have learned to display those qualities are 

greatly influenced by their parents or guardian. Same is true when the qualities 

displayed are those that are wrong and toxic to human existence such as lying, 

stealing and hatred among others, which have become prevalent within the 

modern society.  

  

I once watched a video that proved that this attitude has become steep in the 

lives of many. A friend showed me the video sometime in 2018. In the video, a 

woman was shown stealing in broad daylight. She didn't do this alone. She 

teamed up with her children (who were less than 10 years, I suppose) and went 

off with a bag she stole. 

 My friend told me of yet another that took place while he was at a 

supermarket. He narrated how a woman shoplifted with her children, and he 

quickly alerted an attendant to what was happening. While this is shocking to 

know, there are many children who have been exposed to such bad traits at a 

very tender age. They grow up believing this to be a normal way to live. They 

learn a variety of tricks to steal from others without remorse, and by default 

grow into an adult who sees what is bad to be right.   

So the point is kids or children will follow examples more than the advice 

given by the parent, as they learn more from following footsteps. Thus, they 
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act based on that acquired knowledge not only within their homes, immediate 

school community, but in society at large.  

 

 

 

 

Either as parent or guardian, it is important to know that we can’t really 

contribute much positively to the quality of school atmosphere and society at 

large until we make it a point of duty to inculcate in our children the vital 

qualities for living fully or rather show them what it truly means to live fully by 

exhibiting HOMOKICOGOLO qualities - Honesty (Ho), Morality (Mo), 

Kindness (Ki), Compassion (Co), Goodness (Go), and Love (Lo). 

 

 

When a child is shown the importance of those mentioned qualities, such a 

child will tend to see beyond any major or minor difference while interacting 

with other students in school and within his community. 

 

A child who has learnt from his parents the value of HOMOKICOGOLO, will 

by default see the need to always treat other pupils kindly, with love and 

compassion, realizing that as humans, we all share so many things in common.  

 

On the other hand, when this important part of a child's development is 

ignored by parents, what will be produced will be children who have learned 

dishonesty in all its forms, become bullies, and show extreme hatred for others. 

Not just in their homes or schools but in every environment they find 

themselves.  

 

Earlier, I talked about my walks through the streets of Essen in search of a job. 

It was in one of those moments that I began to reflect on my life growing up 

and how well my parents had helped me see the significance of 

HOMOKICOGOLO. 
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The more I think, the more I realized how much I had lived through my 

parents’ lenses at the basic education years before eventually seeing through 

my own lenses. This could have directly or indirectly been credited by my 

parents. Being one of the best imperfect families, I am more than proud to have 

grown up under such a family atmosphere.  

 

At first, during the walk, I asked myself, “Why do you always see more of 

good in others?” Reflecting back to tender years, I realized I have never found 

myself in a family who see or focus on bad in others. I grew up under a family 

atmosphere where “what was bad is bad and what is good is good”. I realize I 

had hated lies because I didn’t grow up under a family atmosphere where lies 

are either tolerated or celebrated. I realize my compassion and kindness for 

fellow humans irrespective of differences are rooted down in my upbringing as 

I never at any point been made to focus on differences. 

   

The more I reflect on those early days, the more I remember as well that I 

never heard my siblings talking evil or bad about their schoolmates when they 

returned from school simply to pull them down or show they are in one way or 

the other better than other students.  

Thus, I came to a conclusion with convincing fact that - the effect of parenting 

and family atmosphere, have a major role to play in determining how well a 

child lives fully in school and by extension, contributes positively to society 

atmosphere.  

   

“Other people’s opinion of you doesn’t have to become your 

reality. ”  - Les Brown 

  

Since the school environment is made up of children from different 

backgrounds, it becomes important to let your child understand that other 

people’s opinion of them should not ‘really’ bother them. It shouldn’t come as 
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a surprise to them whenever other students or children act in contrary to the 

qualities of ''HOMOKICOGOLO" which are essential to living a purposeful 

life. They should expect at one time or the other those kids will, in some ways 

try to pull them down, harass them, incite them to imitate their bad qualities 

such as lies, or rather to become violent.  

For instance, if a fellow student should incite your daughter to violence and 

she gave in to it which eventually result in harm to either or both of them, 

directly or indirectly, she had allowed the other student’s opinion of her as a 

violent person to become her reality. And this shouldn’t be. 

Agreed, some might have been so damaged emotionally, not necessarily out of 

their own volition but rather based on the environment or atmosphere in which 

they grew up and wouldn’t hesitate to incite other kids to human degrading 

activities. Even still, we must train and raise our kids in such a way that they 

know when to say 'no' and say it emphatically without any sense of remorse or 

regret. This should be an act of pride for them in this degrading society. But the 

responsibility lies heavily on the parents’ end. 

This reminds me of an experience I had growing up. At that time, I was very 

young. And as a kid there were things I valued highly. My family, for one, was 

very important to me. But there was a boy who lived close to our house. He 

was a bully and I was a victim. He tried repeatedly to incite me into violence. 

For a while I resisted the urge to fight back. But one day I couldn't take it 

anymore so I fought him. He did something that made me lose control. On this 

sad day, the boy came after me as I was holding the family bucket. He took it 

from me and broke it right there and dared me to retaliate.  

Breaking what belonged to my family was like a slap not just directed to me 

but my family, too. I became enraged by his action and I fought him as a 

result. In the long run, though on a very smooth end, the matter was eventually 

settled between my mother and his mother. And from that incident I learned 

never to resort to violence or rather subject myself to any person’s opinion of 

me as a violent person no matter the pressure. Since then I always resist the 

urge to fight back no matter the pressure. I was determined not to allow other 

people's lifestyle, attitude, inclinations, violence, and their so-called negative 
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opinions of me become my reality. That same day my Dad strictly warned that 

I should never have given in no matter the pressure, and I took that to heart.  

Thereafter, whenever I'm faced with a similar situation I simply smile and try 

to see how best to avoid an ugly outcome. Though this might sound easier said 

than done, but the moment you realize people’s actions and assumptions are 

reflections of their personalities, you will be more incline to resist any form of 

negativity and incitements, which doesn’t contribute to a purposeful life, either 

within the school environment or outside the school environment.  

Les Brown’s insightful submission that "Other people’s opinion of you doesn’t 

have to become your reality'', is, without a doubt, applicable in many areas of 

life. As parents, we need to always remind our children the fact that in as 

much as useful feedback is good for general human development, it is equally 

important to identify non-useful feedback or negative feedback in the form of 

opinions as they can serve play some positive role, too. However, they 

shouldn’t allow other people's opinion or definition affect them within the 

school environment and in life generally. 

When a child can understand that feedback is mere opinions of the one giving 

it and may not be the true state of things that will help them stay emotionally 

healthy and balanced. Don’t be surprised if you see a child who stopped going 

to school because of other people’s opinion, in the form of negative or non-

useful feedback. Actually, examples of such aren't far-fetched. Some stopped 

because their fellow students had told them they weren’t good enough; or that 

they are too old for the class group. Shockingly, some had even quit their 

education because a teacher had told them they were not good enough in one 

or few subjects. Opinions like these left dark cloud over their souls and put an 

inhibiting lid on their potential. 

It was a sad experience for me when a fellow student told me he couldn’t 

continue his studies. On hearing this I asked him for the reason behind his 

decision. To this he said the doctor had told him he can’t cope. "How does the 

doctor know you can’t cope?'', I queried further.  
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''My doctor confirmed that I was depressed and that quitting my studies for the 

now will be best thing to do'' came his answer.  

 

Honestly, I partly agreed with the doctor because from my interactions with 

him within a couple of months I wouldn’t rule out the fact that he might be a 

little depressed, perhaps due to the 'normal' stress associated with most 

university programs in Germany. But the fact that he was brilliant and very 

smart couldn’t go unnoticed. And what I felt he needed was encouragement 

and good mentorship to make him see clearly that nearly every student goes 

through a similar rough academic stage. That way he could shift focus from his 

challenge in order for him to concentrate more on his studies and successfully 

go through the academic phase.  

The more I listened to him the more I saw an intelligent man tied up by the 

opinions of others. Thereby depriving himself of the right to the basic 

education required toward attaining his life goals. How sad! 

No doubt, many had stopped attaining the level of basic education required to 

achieving their goals simply because they allow other people’s opinion to 

become their reality. And this is a case at hand. 

Not too long ago, I watched a short video clip and I was fascinated by it. It was 

an autobiographical video of Ingrid Venderveldt, a businesswoman who at 3rd 

grade was considered retarded (based on the school authority’s opinion). 

However, her parent didn't allow that label to become their daughter’s reality. 

Instead they took the bull by the horn, and ensured Ingrid attained the basic 

education required for the achievement of her life goals. Today, she is a 

renowned businesswoman with various visions to support the female folks in 

achieving their business goals, desires and aspirations.  

But, had her parents accepted the school authority’s opinion of their daughter, 

perhaps, she wouldn’t be able to help other female folks in the current 

capacities at which she does.  
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Here is another good example of parents who did not give up on their children 

because of other people's opinion of them. This happened during my training 

in the National Youth Service Corp (NYSC) in Nigeria. (The National Youth 

Service Corp is a mandatory one-year postgraduate training for every Nigerian 

graduate). In the course of the program I was privileged to teach a child who 

had already concluded reading was a burden. Her father told me about his little 

girl's challenge and asked me to help her out as much as I can, so I obliged to 

his request. Within the first two days it was obvious that what the father had 

told me about her was true. However, after two weeks of coaching and been 

able to help her linked pleasures to learning her mindset about learning 

changed drastically. I coached her all through the holidays and by the time she 

resumed for another academic term her grades skyrocketed beyond 

recognition. After awhile she became one of the best students in her class so 

much so that a fellow was so impressed that he inquired who among the corps 

members transformed the little girl's life. 

For me, I believed the girl's father made the transformation possible. Because 

he did not accept the negative opinions of others about his daughter. After a 

couple of months, the father came to realize that his daughter had always been 

a smart kid who never had the opportunity to learn things in the most 

uncomplicated approach.  

*** 

During a child's formative years, it’s important for parents to help reject any 

form of negative opinions about their child until such a child grows into a 

more mature individual where he or she can handle and process such negative 

opinions independently in an empowering way. To bring this chapter to a close 

let me share a personal experience in relation to the foregoing.  

While in secondary school (or High School) during my late teenage years, and 

having well reinforced and conditioned by my parents’ influence, trainings and 

teachings, it became my call to either accept or reject any negative opinion 

from anyone within the school environment and society at large. Though I 

wasn’t the best student in my class, I had enough sense to surround myself 

with good friends who were academically much better than me.  
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One day my physics teacher said he does not see the possibility of me doing 

well in physics in the final graduating exams. However, I decided not to allow 

his opinion - with due respect to him - become my reality. Instead, I went into 

the exams with confidence and positive mind-set and had excellent grades in 

Physics and other subjects. And thereafter I moved ahead to study Physics 

Electronics at the university for 5 years and did well altogether! 

 

The point remains that, other people's opinions shouldn’t be accepted as reality 

toward depriving any student from achieving desired education required in line 

with their life goals. And by extension they shouldn't be allowed to deprive 

anyone from moving ahead in life because they are simply what they are - 

opinions! 
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CHAPTER 3 

WITHIN COMMUNITY 

"Without a sense of caring, there can be no sense of 

community." - Anthony J. D’Angelo 

 

We all show a measure of care to things that belong and matter to us. These 

are things we love and treasure. And we use the word “care”, often to show the 

degree of importance these things or people have to us. Ask a guy or a lady 

how they show up on a date with the one they are in love with. His or her reply 

can't be far-fetched! Without a doubt, it will show that their actions were with 

a great sense of care. They carefully pick their clothes to be sure it is the right 

fit for such a date simply because they care about what their partner will think 

of them.  

More often than not, the guys will pick the most conducive venue he believes 

his date will love. As they converse while on the date, they are often very 

polite, smile a lot, choosing their words with care, endearment, and affection. 

Basic care is everything on such occasions. However, it's not just limited to 

instances like these; that seems to be the norm in every aspect of life we 

prioritize and care about. 
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Take a moment to think about your actions and those of others around you 

and you are going to notice how people care for things they truly value and 

treasure. For pet lovers, for instance, you see it in the way they treat their pets; 

for flower lovers, you will see the tender care in the way the flowers are 

cultivated. Mr. Achim, an ingenious florist who at the same time was my 

neighbour, is a perfect model in this arena.  

Every morning and evening, the way and manner with which walked as he 

approached the flowers to water them is an awesome sight to behold. 

 

But despite how much people care for things they value and treasure it is sad to 

say that many have completely lost focus of the essential care for the 

community at large. Thus, by default, they don’t feel obligated to care for a 

community as the word “community” doesn’t really exist in their dictionary. 

Irrespective of our background and orientation about life, the unique sense of care is 

an inbuilt quality which can be harnessed toward anything we acknowledge, 

provided we are willing to do it. 

   

Without mincing words, the words of Anthony D’Angelo impart a great 

wisdom here: “Without a sense of care, there can be no sense of community”. To 

understand how well this unique sense can be explored in various aspects of 

life, you can take a few moments to think briefly about yourself or anyone 

close to you and pay attention to how they exhibit this quality (of care) to 

things they treasure. To those who love pets, they exhibit this quality toward 

them. This emphasizes the fact that, whatever you treasure you exhibit a deep 

sense of care toward it. Shockingly, most unilaterally withheld their unique 

sense of care toward their community either directly or indirectly by the 

qualities they exhibit toward those in their community and the human society 

at large.  

This reminds me of an experience I had sometimes in late December 2018. I 

went into a banking hall with my friends - Mr. Solomon and Mr. Gilead. Mr. 

Solomon was there to rectify issues related to his bank account. As soon as he 

(Mr. Solomon) went to sort things out with the bank officers. I began a 
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conversation with Mr. Gilead. Our attention was suddenly turned to a woman 

who was beginning to speak loudly and angrily. I couldn't understand what she 

was saying but it was obvious that she was very displeased.  

I inquired from Mr Gilead what was happening. His reply was; 'the woman 

was using the automated machine and at the same time making calls. As she 

was taking so much time, the others waiting behind in a queue became 

impatient with her and urged her to hasten up. That got her distressed'.  

As much as I find it shocking to hear, I really don’t express surprise toward 

hearing such a reason. Nothing is as sickening as seeing a human community 

which is expected to thrive on unique sense of care and high level of tolerance, 

being degenerated to deep lack of tolerance and sense of care.  

As Mr. Gilead and I walked out of the bank, we tried to get to the lift before it 

closed up. There was a woman in the lift. We pleaded with her to suspend the 

closure of the lift so we could get in while we were hastening to catch up with 

the lift. Her response to our plea was: ''Why should I help you suspend the 

closure of the lift?'' I wondered why she felt she shouldn't help. And I couldn't 

help but mused to myself: ''Where are our fundamental qualities for living a 

fulfilled life as humans?'' No matter how big or small a community is, it loses its 

value when simple acts of care, tolerance, kindness etc become 'abomination' and 

'crime' which need not be committed.  

 

 

''Education is for improving the lives of others and for leaving 

your community and world better than you found it. ''  

― Marian Wright Edelman 
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No doubt, many desire a better community, a better world, a better atmosphere 

where humanity can thrive with a deep sense of care, tolerance, kindness, 

compassion and other essential qualities for living fully. Sadly, only few 

understand the objective of being human and, how it relates to building a better 

community and, by extension, a better world.  

 

To truly belong to any community, you must make it a priority to be more 

present in exhibiting essential qualities which contributes to a better 

community. According to Coretta Scott King, ''The greatness of a community 

is most accurately measured by the compassionate actions of its members.''  

 

*** 

In a previous chapter, important qualities of ''HOMOKICOGOLO'' which can 

help students live fully within school institutions were highlighted. No doubt, 

when such qualities are exhibited within communities, it would result in 

building a better one. 

Either by their own volition or otherwise, many have chosen not to display the 

vital qualities of ''HOMOKICOGOLO'' for living a fulfilled life whether within 

their household, school, community, or work environment. Their default 

action which is paradoxical to nature contributes to the decay of the 

environment they connect with.  

To make our community a better place, every individual has to identify the 

qualities required to make that happen. As the foundation of every community 

is rooted in family institution, extending those essential qualities for living fully 

within the family to our various communities is the first step toward 

contributing to a greater community. Your desire to extend such qualities 

should prompt you to always ask at interval of days the following questions 

until you achieve your goal of living fully within your community.  

• How would I show up in my community today? 
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• Why would I want to show up that way?  

• How would I respond or attend to any diversity in viewpoint today? 

• How best can I contribute to my community?  

• What would be the first step to synchronize any differences in viewpoint?  

• Who in my community might be in need of my help today? 

• What can I give back to contribute to the greatness of my community in 

both short and long term?  

 

When these questions are diligently asked from the perspective of a fully lived 

life within your community in relation to vital qualities such as honesty, 

morality, kindness, compassion, goodness, and love (HOMOKICOGOLO), 

you will realize your answers will help you contribute to a great community 

while living fully and by extension improve the lives of others around you, thus 

leaving your community and the world better than you met it.  

''The way to change the world is through individual 

responsibility and taking local action in your own 

community.'' ―  Jeff Bridges. 

 

I couldn’t agree more with Jeff Bridges on how much individual responsibility 

can go a long way in changing community positively. If you identify a need for 

any positive change in your community, that’s a call for action on your part as 

an individual. It isn’t a call for complaint against the populace or government, 

nor is it a call for contributing negatively toward a perceived negative setback 

except if such identified need is beyond what you can rectify.   

*** 

Recently I was fascinated to read about Chad Pregracke from the success 

principle book by Jack Canfield. Chad was 21 years old when he identified a 

need for positive change in the Mississippi river waterways. The river had been 

littered with various forms of dirt and thus needed a thorough clean up. Rather 
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than seeing such dirty waterway as a call for complaint against the populace 

and government or a call to dump more dirt into the river he chose to see it as 

a call for action toward cleaning up the river. Thus, he started a project which 

revolves around cleaning up the Mississippi waterways. Such mission driven 

projects had helped sanitize both river Mississippi and other rivers in the 

United States. According to Chad, “All you need to do is change your world. That’s 

how the world changes”.  

What positive change would you like to contribute to make the world a better 

place? Agreeably, not everyone can take up such action or activity of cleaning 

up the river waterways as Chad did, but the good thing is that everyone can 

identify things that require changes or improvement in his or her community 

and work toward playing a part in achieving positive change and a better 

community.  

You don’t necessarily have to wait for the next couple of months or years to 

think about things that might require positive change. It wouldn’t be out of 

place if you begin right away to figure out things that might require a call for 

action on your part toward your community.  

Chad desired a clean community river waterway back in the year 1997, and as 

of 2019 according to the available data presented on his organization website - 

www.livinglandsandwaters.org - he’s been able to remove over 10 million 

pounds of trash from the waterways, planted over 1 million trees, educate over 

11 thousand students and got over 110 thousand to engage in one form of 

community voluntary service or the other. By default, this helps such 

volunteers enjoy the happiness that results from contributing positively toward 

their community and by extension to the entire human society.   

These are my candid submissions:  

•  If you desire an honest community, you must speak and act honestly in 

your community while helping others see the need to act honestly in the 

community as well. 

•  If you desire a clean community, you must take up the responsibility not to 

litter your community and help others see the need for a clean community. 
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• If you desire a tolerant community, you must take up the responsibility to 

be tolerant of others and help others see the need for a tolerant community. 

• If you desire a loving community atmosphere you must take up the 

responsibility of showing love to people in your community and help others, 

see the need for a loving community atmosphere.  

Like Helene Gayle once said, “Real, sustainable community change requires 

the initiative and engagement of community members”.  Nothing can be more 

true that this! 

Identifying the need for positive change within a community and taking action 

toward its implementation calls for initiative. While making an effort to help 

other community members see the need for such positive change will help 

sustain the change on a broader scope into long time period, it's important to 

note that sometimes, engaging with people in your community toward a 

sustainable positive community growth might not be smooth sailing. Rather 

than allowing any form of unsmooth sailing to stop you from working toward 

the fulfillment of a community you desire, let a sense of purpose be the driving 

force toward your goal of a better community.   

One fascinating thing about the experience of Chad was the fact that he 

allowed a similar sense of purpose to propel him toward having a community 

with clean and sanitized waterways. So, you can begin to identify problems or 

challenges within your community that require a positive change. And as soon 

as you identify any challenge which you can help solve or change positively 

don’t hesitate to activate your creative imagination and step into action mode.  

Though, to implement some changes you might require an approval of 

Governmental authority, thus a unilateral decision toward implementation 

wouldn’t be a wise decision. In such a case, the first step is to seek the needed 

approval from your local authority. Meanwhile, if your desired community-

change implementation does not really require local or governmental authority 

approval at the early stage like that of Chad, then the wisest call is to take 

action based on purpose and empathy toward your desired community goal.  
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Max Carver once said, “Empathy is the starting point for creating a 

community and taking action. It’s the impetus for creating change”. Don't ever 

let this slip off you at any time. For it's the heart of the change we all seek and 

desire in our world. And it begins with you and I. 

  

 

CHAPTER 4  

WITHIN NEIGHBOURING COMMUNITIES AND CITIES. 

   

I was in elementary school on this fateful day. Students had begun to settle into 

their classes waiting for the day's classes to begin. Suddenly there were sounds 

of gunshots coming from a distance which was followed up with an uproar 

from neighbouring streets. Outside the school environment was in chaos as 

people ran in different directions. While I was still trying to figure out what the 

reason behind the unusual chaos in my town was, information came from the 

school management that there's a war between my town and the neighboring 

community.  

The information came as a shock and was difficult to absorb. I've always 

known my town to be peaceful, but the current situation had suddenly turned 

my town into something far from the peace and tranquility that once existed. 

The gunshots shook me into reality. I soon realized that I needed to protect 

myself. So I joined the other people running through bush paths, taking cover 

when necessary until I finally found my way home. The war lasted for a few 

days, but the effect was heart crushing especially for those who lost dear ones 

as a result of the war. For them the pain resulting from such great loss lasted 

for years and maybe a lifetime.  

My personal story about war in my once upon a time ''peaceful town'' is not an 

isolated case. We've all read or hear of wars between communities, nations, 
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etc. with similar and even more devastating effects. Because when war ends it 

leaves behind scars that last for decades.  

 

 

Even in instances where there is no physical war or battle between the 

populace of a town and its neighboring community you often hear someone 

from a particular community describing people from neighboring communities 

with hateful expression. When you try to find out the rationale behind such 

expression, the responses often show no one from the neighboring community 

has done anything specifically bad or harmful to them nor their current 

community.  

Most people often develop hateful outlook about their neighboring community 

based on heterosuggestion which in most cases aren’t based on real facts of 

events. Some perhaps happened centuries ago even before their great 

grandparents were born. Thus, by default, they deprive themselves the 

opportunity to live fully in exhibiting essential qualities such as love, goodness, 

kindness, compassion (or to simply put HOMOKICOGOLO)  to people from 

their neighboring communities simply because of other people's historical view 

of such communities. Agreeably, history might have in one way or the other 

shown that some past generation of people who lived in your town and the 

neighboring community were not able to synchronize diversity in views. But 

that shouldn’t be a yardstick for subjecting oneself to heterosuggestion 

existence in relation to a neighboring community.   

In order to liberate oneself from this type of heterosuggestion existence, it 

might be worthy to ponder over the following questions in solitude:  

• Is the information which form the basis for my belief about my neighboring 

community based on real facts or blatant falsehood.  

• How does such belief about my neighboring community deprive me of 

living fully? 

• What are the positive things about my neighboring community that deserve 

much focus? 
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• What can I learn from my neighboring community to improve my own 

immediate community positively? 

• What activity can I spearhead to ensure unity between my town and its 

neighboring community? 

The more you reflect on the question in solitude, the more clearly you 

figuratively and literally liberate yourself from heterosuggestion existence. 

Thus, you’d begin to live fully toward both people within your community and 

its neighboring community. 

 

''A city is not gauged by its length and width, but by the 

broadness of its vision and the height of its dreams.'' ― Herb 

Cean 

   

Before beginning this chapter, I took time to think deeply about the vision of 

the communities I've lived in, no matter how long or short I've lived there. In 

all, I realized that often there was never really a clear focus on something 

substantial that each member of the community looks up to. By that I mean 

qualities that guides them as community members, which they can live by.  

And perhaps, I might not have been paying attention to those communities’ 

vision or unique quality identity I put some calls through to a few friends to 

find out if they can attribute any vision or quality to the communities where 

they’ve lived at one point or the other. Their responses showed they’ve not 

been able to associate any specific unique quality among vital qualities for 

living fully to any of the communities and neither do those communities have 

a pronounced vision or goal. Ask anyone about a community or town where 

they’ve lived in time past or perhaps where they live at the moment about this 

same question, and you will realize the response is often tailored down to the 

community population, land dimension, community traditional festival, 

recreation activities, the best restaurant in town, sport activities, good social 

amenities, and other general information outside the essential quality for living 

fully.   
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Thus, you rarely find any response that shows a specific community’s unique 

identity and goals or vision. By default, we sometimes live in a community 

with no specific identity. Though some have visions and goals, but aren’t 

pronounced or well known by its populace. A community with pronounce 

qualities for living fully would always have its populace exhibiting a fully lived life 

as compared to community without pronounced qualities. Thus, communities with 

no pronounce unique quality identity will often subject its populace to 

randomness. When you take a deep look into any form of repeated communal 

crisis, you can easily realize the effect of unpronounced unique identity on its 

populace.   

Imagine a community “A” with a well pronounced unique quality of “love” 

having a neighboring community “B” with a well pronounced unique quality 

of “compassion or kindness”. No doubt, community “A” populace will exhibit 

the quality of “love” toward its community members and by extension toward 

the neighboring communities. Similarly, Community “B” populace will have 

the quality of “compassion or kindness” engraved in their daily activities and 

exhibit such qualities toward its members, also by extension toward the 

neighboring communities. Thereafter, should there be need for synchronizing 

any diverse views between community “A” and “B” at any point in time, their 

various pronounced unique quality identities, which has been engraved into 

their ways of life will play a major role, as they would be more inclined to act 

based on love, compassion and kindness.   

One good thing about the HOMOKICOGOLO qualities is the fact that they 

are categorized as part of the fruitage of the spirit. Working toward a 

community in which its populace lives up with such fruitage would no doubt 

be a wonderful endeavor. So, if you believe HOMOKICOGOLO qualities are 

lacking in your community you can make a change. See it as your call-to-

action not only to develop those qualities but to have a positive influence on 

others around you to do the same.   

You would be surprised at how much your effort could go in contributing 

toward a better community. Like Grandmaster Flash once said, “Conquer your 

neighborhood, conquer your city, conquer your country and then go after the rest of the 

world”.   
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The first important step to achieving your goal is to identify the right procedure 

that would work for your community. Every community has its uniqueness. It 

could be in its size, laws, or project implementation. Whatever the case is, 

work at learning and implementing your vision now. The popular Chinese 

proverb has a lot to teach us here: “The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. 

The second best time is now”. So start now to plant those qualities as seedlings, 

and once they grow up into mighty trees you'll get to reap all the fruitage. Then 

you would have played your part in helping not just your community but 

neighboring communities in living fully.  

 

 

''Strength lies in differences, not in similarities.'' ―  Stephen R. 

Covey 

 

We've said so far that when a community lacks a clear vision to create in its 

members qualities that cultivate peace the result oftentimes is communal crisis. 

There's always going to be differences in viewpoint on different subject matter. 

But where such viewpoints are never synchronized, conflict abound. And in 

many cases it results in wars which in turn lead to loss of life and property.  

Differences in views are often seen to be a liability instead of an asset. But I 

strongly agree with the words of Stephen R. Covey which focus on the 

powerful effect of differences when things are viewed from a positive 

perspective. While differences exist there's always a part where interests 

overlap.  

What that means is that, even if community "C" and "D" have so many diverse 

viewpoints, there's going to be something both populace love in common 

threshold. It could be sports, traditional events, recreation activities, and so on. 

That point where their interest overlaps can create a strong bond that helps 

them see beyond their differences. When they are able to see more of where 

they are similar instead of where they are different they will be more inclined 

to engage in social events than communal crisis.  
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 Idowu Koyenikan, the author of Wealth for All, once said, “There is immense 

power when a group of people with similar interests get together to work toward the same 

goals”.   

So look out for where interest overlap between your town and the neighboring 

community, then seek ways to make it an asset rather than a liability.   

And let the words of Gene Roddenberry, author of The Making of Star Trek 

always resonates in your mind toward living fully within your community and 

by extension toward neighboring communities: 

 

“If man is to survive, he will have learned to take delight in the 

essential differences between men and cultures. He will learn 

that differences in ideas and attitudes are a delightful part of 

life’s existing variety, not something to fear" 
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 CHAPTER 5  

WITHIN SOCIAL GATHERING 

   

Let's talk about another area where exhibiting the vital qualities for living fully 

is also very important. Another part of human existence is one’s ability to 

relate with others. This is referred often to as being social when one is in a 

social gathering.  

Collins dictionary defines social gathering as: “a type of gathering for the purpose 

of promoting companionship.” The Free Dictionary and Vocabulary Dictionary 

define it as: “a type of gathering for the purpose of promoting fellowship.” www.

restreet.org says something much more expansive. It describes social 

gathering as: ''interactions among a diversity of individuals of all abilities in small, 

medium and large groups for social and community purposes.'' 

In all of these definitions, a key idea stands out – interacting and engaging 

with others. These interactions could be at work places, schools, or among 

peer groups. How well people interact often depends on their personality. 

Agreeably, how well people engage or interact with others often depend on their 

personality, which can fundamentally be tied to either being introversive or 

extroversive, as well as one's orientation about life.   

Perhaps you may have found yourself in a social gathering or event where 

everyone in attendance was meeting for the first time. As you gaze around 

within the event venue, you see some attendees chattering or speaking 

enthusiastically at the top of their voices. While some on the other hand speaks 

http://www.restreet.org/
http://www.restreet.org/
http://www.restreet.org/
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cautiously and less enthusiastically as they pay attention to their selection of 

words, despite the fact that such events provide the same atmosphere for 

expression. It is a well-known fact that extroverts are more outgoing and thus, 

that might have played a major role in influencing those attendees who speak 

enthusiastically with more energy.   

According to 16personalities.com, “Extroverted people prefers group activities 

and often get energized by social interaction, as they tend to be more 

enthusiastic about social gathering than introverted individuals who on the 

other way round prefers solitary activities, as they often get exhausted by social 

interactions.” Though that doesn’t mean an introverted person wouldn’t 

interact when there is call for action to engage with others. So, irrespective of 

the fundamental basis for every human personality differences, we all have the 

capability to live fully even in a social gathering atmosphere by exhibiting 

those essential qualities mentioned at the onset in previous chapters. 

One of the major factors that hinder people from living fully in social gathering is the 

personality lens through which they see others. Surprisingly an extroverted person seeing 

from extroversive personality lens would expect an introverted person to act as an 

extrovert, while on the other way round an introverted person seeing through introversive 

personality lens would also expect an extroverted person to act as an introverted person.  

Thus in most cases, they both often fall prey of selfish act. According to Oscar 

Wilde, “Selfishness is not living as one wishes to live; it is asking others to live 

as one wishes to live”. So when next you are attending a social gathering 

event, ensure you don’t put on a single personality lens.   

It’s been proved that there are 16 human personalities, which are formed based 

on the following 4 criterions.  

1. Extrovert (E) – Introvert (I)   

2. Sensing (S) – Intuition (N)   

3. Thinking (T) – Feeling (F)   

4. Judging (J) – Perceiving (P)   
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The permutation of this various criteria gives 16 human personality traits. 

Whenever you attend a social event you might as well prepare your mind to 

find varieties of human personality. It was only until I've learned about the 

above mentioned criterion that I started to view others through the 16 

personality traits. Although I know there are people who do things differently 

and would see things more through the lens of tolerance.  

 If you've not been seeing through the lens of 16 personality traits, you might 

be missing out on seeing more of the beauty in diversity like me, who had 

earlier been seeing through lens of 3 personalities (introvert, extrovert, and 

ambivert) traits and lens of tolerance. The lens of tolerance helps you accept 

people for who they are and thus relate with them, while the lens of personality 

traits helps you see the beauty in people in relation to what makes them 

unique.  

Go into any social gathering without your lens of 16 personality traits activated, and 

you only see from a myopic point of view; but go into the same social gathering with 

your lens of 16 personality traits, and you will be more intrigued at observing the 

beauty in diversity.  

The English poet William Cowper once said, ''Variety is the very spice of life, that 

gives it all its flavor.'' No doubt, when you make it a practice to observe beauty in 

diversity with your 16 personality trait lens it would go a long way in 

contributing positively to your life's experience.  

 

''This is the power of gathering: it inspires us delightfully to be 

more hopeful, more joyful, more thoughtful: in a word, more 

alive.'' ―  Alice Waters. 

 

Irrespective of our various social gathering affinities, we all have similar 

expectations for attending any social events. In most cases, we attend social 

gathering events in order to be inspired, feel more joyful, feel delighted and 

most especially to be fulfilled in our social lives as clearly pointed out by Alice 

Water. In the context of this section, I would categorize social events into 
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Sport and Recreation. Sport is one of the interesting activities which enhance 

our energy and vibration frequencies. It’s also known to be a reference between 

two or more communicators trying to get to know much about their individual 

nationality. 

 Recently, in March 2019 I was working with two German nationals and at 

some point we were having conversation generally about our individual 

country of origin. When I mentioned I came from Nigeria, immediately they 

mentioned the name of a renowned Nigerian footballer J.J. Okocha, which 

clearly shows how much sport had contributed to their knowledge of a country 

far away in West Africa. Thus, football sport served as a reference in getting to 

know much about individual nationality irrespective of diversity.   

I couldn’t forget in haste the effect of sports activities during my youthful days, 

especially while in secondary school. Football was the top on the list of my 

favorite sport activities and a day at school without playing football isn’t a 

complete one. Aside from playing football, I love watching others play it at 

both local and professional level. My passion for football was so strong during 

those early formative years that it often deprives me of living fully, though not 

directly toward others but rather toward myself.  

There have been instances where family or marital problems are associated 

with scenarios whereby couples allow sports to deprive themselves of living 

fully toward one another within the family. Most especially when the husband 

belongs to a specific club while the wife and children belong to another club. 

Thus, by default a sport event meant to be seen from a liberal perspective isn’t 

seen for what it is, rather it is seen from a non-liberal perspective. 

 I watched sometimes ago, a man who was insisting his driver must renounce 

his membership of a certain club before he could allow him to keep his job as 

his driver. Not only has non-liberal perspective of sport deprived a lot of people 

from living fully toward one another by not exhibiting essential qualities for 

living fully, it has crippled the bonds between most family members. You can 

figuratively imagine the tense atmosphere within a family whose members see 

football from a non-liberal perspective, whereby the husband’s club and wife’s 

club are meeting up for a final match.   
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In order to live fully in the area of sport it is important to ask and honestly 

examine answers to the following questions. 

• What is the significance of sport activities to me? 

• How does my sports club affinity affect me toward living fully? 

• What are the things I can do to ensure my sport and club affinity contribute 

to a fully lived life within the family and outside the family?  

Asking the questions in relation to your expectation of sports and social events 

such as being joyful and achieving a fulfilled social sport lives will go a long 

way in improving the quality of your life.  

 

''Recreation’s purpose is not to kill time, but to make life; not 

to keep a person occupied, but to keep them refreshed; not to 

offer an escape from life, but to provide a discovery of life.''  

― Author Unknown. 

 

The former Uruguayan Tennis Player, Patricia Miller, once said, “We do 

better together, not alone. We need to play together to feel alive. We need to 

share together to feel whole. At any age, we need to feel, recreate and 

breathe”. I couldn’t agree more with Patricia. Even long before I came across 

her quote, and despite the fact that I never knew at an early stage of life that I 

was engaging in a form of recreation, I was convinced of having a good time 

with other kids within my streets. We often sit and gaze into the nature while 

we talk about the wonders of creations up in the sky, such as the stars, moon, 

along with other ancient stories, which makes me feel more alive. Growing up 

into adulthood without the word “recreation” in my dictionary, I understand 

the importance of the word “togetherness”.   
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Togetherness bread experience and knowledge; as observed when different kids 

come together to share various stories as being narrated to them by their 

parents in different group formation. The more I advance in years, the more I 

realize the word “togetherness” couldn’t be mentioned in isolation of 

recreation. Not only do I enjoy and benefit from “togetherness” from an early 

stage in life either within my street or school community, but much more 

during adulthood education years. If you want to add to an existing life 

experience recreation isn’t an option to be ignored as it offers you an opportunity to 

learn new things toward improving the quality of your life. Bryant McGill once 

said, “Recreation means to recreate yourself.'' While Danielle Busansky added 

this line, “Recreation means improving lives, one activity at a time”. No 

doubt, experience from recreation would go a long way in contributing 

positively to a healthy life. Like every other social gathering which requires the 

activation of 16 personality lens, recreation isn’t left out.   

When going for recreation, it’s often good to determine in advance what you 

would be expecting in the area of Joy, fulfillment and also what you would like 

to contribute to the recreation atmosphere to ensure a smooth session. For 

instance, you might want to feel physically and mentally refreshed, or perhaps 

you might simply want to create a new experience. Whatever your anticipated 

objective at the end of the event, your 16 personality lens would surely help 

you see the beauty in varieties of those in attendance who can contribute 

toward achieving your objective and expectation.   

As you plan toward your next recreation gathering event, it might be worth 

considering the following questions. 

• How best do I want to contribute to such an event physically, emotionally 

and materially? 

• How best do I want to show up, so as to live fully toward others in 

attendance? 

• What is my main objective and purpose for attending the event? 

• How do I want to feel at the end of the event?  

• How best can I utilize my 16 personality lens toward achieving (3) and (4) at 

the end of the event?  
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Irrespective of the recreation event, the above questions will go a long way in 

helping you make the most out of such an event while exhibiting essential 

qualities for living fully toward all in attendance.  
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CHAPTER 6  

WITHIN RELIGION  

    

It was a beautiful afternoon in the mid-year of 2018, in the city of Essen in 

Germany. While in the city bus I reflected on life and the awesomeness of its 

creator. The more I reflected on creation around me the more I marvel at the 

supreme life giver who has been in existence from time unknown. It was at 

that moment of reflection that I noticed a woman in the bus with a copy of the 

Bible opened up, and she was absorbed in its content. I was impressed by her 

deep focus. Her actions showed her desire to know and draw close to her 

Creator. Soon I got to my stop and had to get off the bus. But I was still 

intrigued by the woman's action. Not just by her reading or studying the Bible 

but the intensity of her deep concentration as she studied it. 

Such intensity brought to my mind memories of how interaction and 

communication with people about God in time past shows their desire to learn 

and know about the supreme Creator. It’s the same quest and intensified desire 

that prompted many to move from one religion to another in search of their 

originator. A quest I see both from the points of necessity and obligation, as 

those who embark on such search are pronounced happy in the Psalms 

(Psalms 119:2). 

No doubt, the search for happiness in a spiritual life is a worthy endeavor. It 

opens up the door to understanding the fear and knowledge of Jehovah (God), 

which is the foundation for wisdom and discernment (Proverbs 2: 3-6). Despite 

many people’s search for spiritual happiness, as they move from one religion to 

another, the results are often not satisfactory.  
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Gene Robinson once said, “I think people often come to the Synagogue, Mosque, the 

Church looking for God, and what we give them is religion.”  

How sad! 

''We have enough religion to make us hate, but not enough to 

make us love one another''  ―  Jonathan Swift 

    

'Good morning, sir!' were my very first words as I approached a man in the 

southern part of Nigeria sometimes around 2009. The effect of those three 

words combined would have started me off in a smooth conversation with 

anyone, but not with this man. His countenance revealed that his morning was 

far from being good. I went ahead and told him why I came to visit. His 

response wasn't welcoming. As I wondered what could be the reason behind 

his cold response, he finally opened up. His story revealed how religion had 

failed him and left him heartbroken.  

For years, he had belonged to a religious group where he paid all his due in the 

form of church services, tithe and offerings. He claimed to have given as much 

as he can both to the local parish in his community and also to the head office 

located in the big city. At a point, his family was going through a huge 

financial crisis as a result he couldn't finance his wife’s failing health. He 

approached the local parish for financial support for his wife's treatment, but 

was shocked to hear that "the local parish can't support financially because 

they lack financial resources, and the head office does not have provision to 

support people in his current situation”.  

He further expressed his displeasure at my reason for visiting him that morning 

with these words, 'My brother' (referring to me), 'forget everything about 

religion'. He made it clear to me that he does not want to hear the word 

religion mentioned around him. Shortly thereafter we rounded up the 

conversation and I departed.  
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Leaving the scene, I couldn't help but reflect on his touching experience and 

expressions which clearly depict that of a man going through a depressing and 

agonizing situation. During our conversation, one of the questions he raised 

that got me thinking was how could he have given so much to his religion at 

every instance his religious group called for it, either physically through 

Sunday services or financial contribution and in his own challenging times of 

need, his religion claims not to have provision for people in his category?   

As much I sympathize with his situation and experience, none of what I said 

that day could change his perspective about religion. As time passes by, I 

began to hear about people giving up on religion for one reason or the other, 

and in most cases, no amount of words you utter can really move them to 

rethink their decision. One of such persons was a friend I knew back in my 

university days. She seemed to have strong devotion to spirituality. The fact 

that she gave up on religion came as a big surprise. Some had not only given 

up on religion, but had also given up on their quest for a search to know the 

Creator.  

To refresh my memory about what religion encompasses, I did a quick search 

of various dictionaries' definitions. According to Oxford Dictionary, ''Religion 

is the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, especially a personal 

God or gods.'' The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines religion as ''a cause, 

principle or system of beliefs held to, with ardor and faith.''  One thing that's obvious 

from the different definitions is: religion is a belief channel toward the worship of a 

creator.   

Thus, it’s unequivocally right to conclude that in the quest for a spiritually 

satisfying life, people are in search of beliefs that would satisfy their spiritual 

thirst. Growing up, my quest for spiritual satisfaction did not make me go in 

search for the right way by moving from one religion to another. Rather I went 

into a deeper study of the bible, and gazing into the oceans and nature while 

enjoying solitude by the seaside to reflect on the wonders of creation.   

In as much as this chapter of the book is not aimed to promote or devalue any 

religious group, it is always important that you ensure your beliefs in relation 

to religion are based on the bible as a Christian. It's so pathetic to see people 
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going into war on the basis of religion, thus by default promoting hatred 

instead of love. This no doubt affirm Jonathan Swift statement quoted at the 

onset, that  “we have enough religion to make us hate, but not enough to make us love 

one another.” If your religion, which is a belief channel toward the worship of 

the creator (i.e. God of love) is based on hatred, then you might be rest assured 

that a loving God won't accept such religion along with the beliefs. Because 

they are contrary to the laws and principles penned down in the bible.   

Hence, the first responsibility toward a spiritual satisfactory quest is the study 

of the bible as a Christian. Your spiritual happiness in life isn’t more a function of 

religion as much as knowing God personally, by acquiring accurate knowledge of 

him through daily study of the principal book of his words (The Bible). To 

emphasis the importance of bible study toward satisfying spiritual thirst, 

Jehovah (God) once told Joshua, ''This book of the law should not depart from your 

mouth, and you must read it in an undertone day and night, in order to observe 

carefully all that is written in it, for then your way will be successful and then you will 

act wisely.''  (Joshua 1:8).  

 

I haven't heard of a sailor who ignores his or her compass while sailing through 

the ocean, yet there are many people in quest for a spiritual satisfying life who 

ignore the required compass to achieving such objectives. According to Ronald 

Reagan (40th President of the United States): '‘Within the covers of the Bible are 

the answers for all the problems men face'’.  

Until you pierce into the contents of the bible, you might not really know how 

much it can help you in achieving a spiritually satisfying life, rather than being 

subjected to religion heterosuggestion.  
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''Let your religion be less of a theory and more of a love 

affair.''  ― Gilbert K. Chesterton. 

 

Since this chapter is in relation to living fully within religion, it won't be out of 

context to take a trip down memory lane in order to examine Jesus’ 

conversation with members of the Pharisee who lived during his lifetime, as 

penned in the bible book of Matthew 22:34-40. On one occasion, a Pharisee 

approached Jesus to find out “what the greatest commandment is” and in 

response Jesus said: "First, you must love Jehovah your God with your whole 

heart and with your whole soul and with your whole mind. Second, you must 

love your neighbor as yourself.”  

Concluding his conversation with the Pharisees on that occasion, he 

highlighted the importance of the love of God and neighbor as the figurative 

backbone of every other command. So, it won't be out of place to examine 

your religion's beliefs in relation to this fundamental commandment. The 

reason for such examination is to ascertain that your religion's beliefs aren't 

subjecting you to committing any form of atrocities.   

History has repeatedly shown on various occasions how much atrocities have 

been perpetrated under the umbrella of religion through the hands of those 

who’s beliefs aren't tailored to the above two greatest commandments. The 

American actor, Walter Koenig once said, "There have been more persecution and 

atrocities committed in the name of religion and religious freedom than anything else."  

 

*** 

Not so long ago, I was shocked to read about a man whose religious leader 

instructed him to drink his wife’s urine as a prerequisite for attaining financial 

riches. Thus, he had to obey and kept drinking his wife’s urine for about 2 

years, only to realize his religion leader (pastor) who gave him the instruction 

has been sleeping with his wife, while he (the husband) was busy drinking her 

urine.   
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This isn't just an isolated case, as so many absurdities are being implemented 

with reference to religious beliefs which aren't based on the bible. Voltaire once 

said, “Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities.” 

So, when you subject yourself to any form of religious absurdity, without 

verifying the Creator’s view on such matters as written in the bible, you are 

more likely to commit atrocities against yourself and your neighbor. Thus, you 

would be depriving yourself of the opportunity to live fully in your quest for a 

spiritually satisfying life, and spiritual happiness.   

Sometime ago, I was reading through the book David and Goliath, by Malcolm 

Gladwell. At some point, I found it difficult and challenging to digest how two 

renowned Christian religious groups, whose beliefs must have been based on 

the two greatest commandments (i.e. love for God and neighbor), could have 

resulted in war against one another. The more I tried to comprehend the 

rationale for such a war, the more challenging and difficult it became. As a 

way of simplifying my comprehension of such a scenario, I pictured the 

possibility of Jesus’ disciples, perhaps John and Peter involving in war or 

battle. My pictured scenario showed that it was 99.9% impossible.  

I have always seen wars or battles motivated by greed and hatred, but I have never seen a 

war or battle motivated by love. And I guess that was the reason why Jesus who 

gave the greatest commandment never involved in any form of war. To shed 

light on the correlation between true religion and the greatest commandment, 

the renowned scientist Albert Einstein once said, “True religion is real living, 

loving with all one's soul, with all one’s goodness and righteousness”. So to live fully 

from a spiritual perspective, you must ensure your religious belief revolves 

round pure love for God and your neighbor.  

Sojourner Truth at one occasion said, ‘'Religion without humanity is very poor 

stuff’'. While the 3rd US President Thomas Jefferson said, "It is in our lives and 

not our words that our religion must be read". 
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Conclusively, it is important to reinstate the fact that exhibiting essential 

qualities of HOMOKICOGOLO for a fulfilled life are incentives to attaining a 

satisfying spiritual live. There is no other way! 
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CHAPTER 7 

WITHIN CULTURE, TRIBE AND RACE  

    

Prior to the commencement of writing this chapter, I took some time to reflect 

deeply on what shape people’s view of cultural lenses, which I considered to be 

the bedrock of racial lens. To follow my reflection to a logical conclusion, I 

searched through some online videos about certain locations and watched it 

with rapt attention along with interesting TEDx Talks on culture.   

One thing that was obvious from those videos and the TEDx Talks was the 

simple fact that the environment in which humans grew up goes a long way in 

shaping their cultural lens toward life and others from another culture. Thus, 

most people's cultural lens is often subjected to cultural relativism, until either 

formal or informal education helped in sterilizing it.   

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, culture is the customary beliefs, social 

forms and material traits of racial, religious, or social group; while it also defines “tribes” 

as a social group of persons having a common character, occupation, or interest. Also, 

Cambridge dictionary defines culture as a way of life, especially the general customs 

and beliefs of a particular group of people at a particular time; while it also defines 

“Tribes” as a group of people often related families who live in the same area and share 

the same language, culture and history.  

The above various dictionary definitions show that both tribes and culture are 

inseparable; thus can’t be mentioned in isolation of one another, as they share 

similar foundation built on customs, beliefs and common character.   
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Therefore, cultural relativism simply describes truth or opinion as a function of 

culture. That's the reason why people in the same community sometimes share 

similar characters, beliefs and customs as compared to other people from 

another community who view life from another perspective. No doubt, such 

beliefs and customs are major determinants about cultural views on food, 

greetings, respect, politeness, compliment, etc.  

 

ON FOOD  

In some cultures, certain animals and foods are considered inedible based on 

their beliefs, while other cultures consider the same animal and foods as not 

only edible, but palatable. For instance, dogs are believed to be raised for 

consumption in some cultures in Nigeria, while some other cultures see the 

same dog as a pet to be raised to serve as companion.  

  

ON GREETINGS  

In some cultures, the first thing expected of a child after waking up from bed in 

the morning is to look out for his or her parent so as to take a bow to offer 

greetings, and by extension greets everyone within the household who is awake 

before proceeding to attend to the day’s activities. While in some other 

cultures, you have the liberty to either greet your parent and everyone within 

the household or just ignore everyone (if you choose to), while you proceed to 

your days’ activities.  

  

ON RESPECT  

In some cultures, all young ones are expected to look out for ways to help the 

elderly either within or outside their family; while in some other cultures you 

are not under obligation to look out for areas to help the elderly.  

An elderly man was once returning from farm along with his adult son who 

walked side by side with him empty handed while he (the father) was carrying 

heavy luggage. At some point, the son was asked why he chose not to help his 
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father with the luggage? He simply said, “The content of the luggage belongs to 

him (referring to his father)”. With such a response from the son you might 

expect the father to be enraged at such expression. But the contrary was the 

case! He - the father - simply buttress the child’s response by saying, “It’s not in 

our culture for a child to help out with his father luggage”.  

In some cultures, younger people don’t look straight into the eyes of an elderly 

person while he talks, as it’s considered to be a sign of disrespect. While in 

some other cultures, not looking straight at people’s face during 

communication is considered to be a sign of weakness and lack of confidence.  

In some cultures, it’s a taboo to call your older siblings by name without 

reference to a form of respect (such as brother, senior, sister, etc.), while in 

another culture, calling older people by name with reference to some form of 

respect either within or outside family circle is considered to be an insult. 

Perhaps, you might have heard someone say, “Please call me by my name, I 

feel more comfortable with it” or “please call me in reference to some form of 

title (such as, Mr., Mrs., Dr., Prof., etc.)”.  

 

POLITENESS  

In some cultures, what is considered to be an act of politeness is seen by 

another culture to be an insult. For instance, inviting people to join you in a 

meal is considered to be a form of courtesy and politeness in some cultures 

irrespective of whether you’ve commenced eating or not; while such invite 

after commencement of eating or without additional free seat and cutlery on 

the dinning set is considered to be an outright insult and a slap on the face in 

some other cultures. 

 

COMPLIMENT  

What is considered to be a compliment in one culture might be regarded as an 

insult in other cultures. For instance, telling a lady in Nigeria that she has 

added weight is seen to be a great compliment, while in some other cultures 
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such a remark isn’t only considered to be an insult and humiliating, but also a 

pronouncement of doom and thus suicidal.  

Hence, I couldn’t agree more with the cross-cultural expert Pellegrino Riccardi 

who in one of his TEDx Talks said, “Culture is a system of behavior that helps us 

act in an accepted or familiar way”. Simone Buijzan who is also a cross-cultural 

awareness consultant describes culture as a perception which people have for each 

other.  

   

 

"Culture is the widening of the mind and of the spirit.''  

― Jawaharlal Nehru. 

 

If you want to broaden your mind, explore cultures! Sadly, most people who 

fail to explore cultures often have a myopic view about others outside their 

community or culture.  

Saint Augustine once said, “The world is a book, and those who do not travel read 

only a page”. I couldn’t agree more with Saint Augustine, as I have never seen a 

student who studied a chapter of a book on a particular subject and claim to 

have broadened knowledge of such subject. If you’ve been opportune to meet 

with people whose career had taken them across various countries, you might 

be amazed at how much such exposure had contributed to their secular and 

professional life as a whole. Lisa Ling, a United State Television presenter 

once said, “The best education I have ever received was through travel”.   

My personal observation from time past till date had without any doubt 

showed that people who had travelled wide across various cultures are more 

liberal than those who never had the opportunity or reason to travel outside 

their lovely small town. Thus, it wouldn’t be out of point to conclude that a man’s 

liberality is highly a function of his exposure to the world outside his immediate 

community. 
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In instances where some people couldn’t afford to travel as wide as they desire 

perhaps due to financial or time constraints, they’ve taken it upon themselves 

to read as much as they can about different cultures. Charlie Jones once said, 

“You’re the same today as you will be in five years, except for two things: the books you 

read and the people you meet”. In the previous chapter of this book an essential 

quality for living fully was highlighted, and to justify how crucial it is to 

explore the world outside our immediate community, Hans Christian 

Andersen said, “To live is to travel”.   

 

*** 

The more you explore culture, the more you tend to live fully with a broadened 

mindset by exhibiting HOMOKICOGOLO toward people irrespective of 

culture, tribe and race. The French writer Gustave Flaubert also said, “Travel 

makes one modest. You see what tiny place you occupy in the world”. I can easily 

conclude that one of the antidotes to cultural or racial hostility is traveling beyond 

one's immediate culture or community.  

  

"Preservation of ones culture does not require contempt or 

disrespect for other culture." 

― Cesar Chavez 

 

I walked into an Imbiss somewhere in Erfurt sometime around 2016 to eat 

Pizza which happens to be one of my favorite fast foods. After placing an 

order, I took a seat in expectation of swift service delivery. Within a couple of 

minutes, the Imbiss staff served me the meal and without wasting much time I 

began to eat it passionately with excitement. Few minutes into the eating a 

Cameroonian lady who studied in the same campus with me walked into the 
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Imbiss. As she stepped into the sitting arena and saw me the following 

conversation ensued: 

 

Her:  Hi! (with a smile)  

Me: Hi! (with a smile), join me please!  

Her: What?  

Me:  I mean “join me please."  

Her:  I can’t because you’ve started the food already. That’s more of an insult 

to invite me after you’ve started eating.  

Me: Really? Oh, sorry!  

Before the incident I have always seen an invitation to join in meals as a form 

of courtesy. But that experience shaped my view about how the same 

courteous statement being treasured in my country - Nigeria -, is seen from 

another perspective by citizens of its neighboring country - Cameroon. 

 

One of the vital points I took from the scenario afterward was the fact that in 

preserving my courteous culture of inviting people to join me in a meal, any 

response, no matter how strange it is, deserve to be respected.  

 

To live fully, you must create a large room to accommodate diverse views.  

 

John Ralston Saul, a Canadian author once said, “All the lessons of psychiatry, 

psychology, social work, and indeed culture, have taught us over the last 

hundred years that it is the acceptance of differences, not the search for 

similarities that enables people to relate to each other in their personal or 

family lives”.  
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''To love our neighbor as ourselves is such a truth for 

regulating human society that by that alone one might 

determine all the cases in social morality." ―  John Locke. 

   

 As humans, irrespective of skin color, background, race, tribe, and culture, we 

all cherish, love and also anticipate a human society that thrives on love. I 

couldn’t agree more with the English philosopher, John Locke, on the 

relevance of loving one’s neighbor to social morality. Thus, it’s easy to conclude 

that no human society can succeed and thrive in the absence of true love for one's 

neighbor. At times, when you ask someone who their neighbors are, what often 

comes to mind include flat mates, or people who live around them, which is in 

the real sense correct, though in a limited view.   

To illustrate the broad concept of neighbor, after Jesus had a conversation with 

a man known to be vast in the law about the greatest commandment which is 

“to love Jehovah with your whole soul, mind, strength and to love your 

neighbor,'' he proceeded to illustrate who the man’s neighbor was, by telling 

the story in the account of Luke 10:30-37: 

“A man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho and fell victim of robbers, who 

stripped him, beat him, and went off, leaving him half-dead. Now by coincidence a priest 

was going down on that road, but when he saw him, he passed by on the opposite side. 

Likewise, a Levite, when he came to the place and saw him, passed by on the opposite 

side. But a certain Samaritan traveling the road came upon him and upon seeing him, 

he was moved with pity. So, he approached him and bandaged his wounds, poured oil 

and wine on them. Then he mounted him on his own animal and brought him to an 

Inn and took care of him. The next day he took out two denarii, gave them to the 

Innkeeper, and said: Take care of him, and whatever you spend besides this, I will repay 

you when I return.   
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After telling the story, Jesus then asked the man who of these three seems to you to have 

made himself neighbor to the man who fell victim of the robbers? In response, he said: 

The one who acted mercifully toward him (New world Translation Bible).  

Jesus further climaxed the conversation by telling the man who was well versed in the 

law to go and do the same. ”  

One fact remains outstanding from Jesus' story which is the fact that: your 

neighbor aren’t just people who live within your neighborhood or community, 

or people who belong to your religious group (considering the significant roles 

priests and Levites played in religious setting of the day), rather it is anyone 

you meet along the race of life irrespective of background, skin color, religion 

and racial differences. Thus, to truly live effectively toward one's neighbor, you 

must first identify your neighbor as everyone who comes across your path 

daily.  

Though Jesus’ story of a good Samaritan has been stored into my long term 

memory from childhood, no obvious practical life event has ever brought it 

close to mind as compared to what I witness in the summer of 2018, precisely 

on the 2nd of May. After witnessing the event, I couldn’t agree more with the 

fact that sometimes your true neighbor isn’t necessarily defined by skin color, 

nationality or tribe.  

On the fateful day of the incident, a black young man was going about his 

daily job activities and suddenly he heard a sound. I guess he must have 

perceived that was a strange sound and turning around to figure out where the 

sound must have originated he saw an old woman apparently in her 80’s on 

the ground. Thus, he immediately gave attention to the elderly white woman 

and tenderly lifted her up, while other people of the same nationality and skin 

color couldn’t move closer to sympathize or care for her. After the incident, I 

began to reflect on who exactly was this elderly white woman’s neighbor in 

relation to Jesus story. Obviously, it’s the black young man who made himself 

available to the help of the elderly woman.   
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One of the most fascinating short stories I enjoyed reading lately is that of a 

pediatrician who in 1981 saved the life of a premature baby boy by working 

around the clock and beating every odd to stabilize him. In 2011, the same 

pediatrician was pinned inside a burning vehicle after a car collision but was 

saved by a paramedic who turned out to be the premature baby he saved 30 

years earlier.  

The good thing about living fully toward our neighbor is that it often places us 

in the path of what I call the “law of figurative return”. The law of figurative 

return (LOFR) isn’t a direct obvious reward for what a person has done, but 

more of an indirect reward for a person’s actions, in which the beneficiary 

couldn’t directly link his or her actions to the reward. The LOFR can either be 

direct or indirect.  

The pediatrician who got saved by the paramedic guy whom he had saved 

earlier, is a good example of direct LOFR beneficiary. Should the pediatrician 

have been saved by another person other than the paramedic guy, he would 

have been a beneficiary of something similar to indirect LOFR. The 

pediatrician's ability to live fully at work toward a premature baby placed him 

in the path of LOFR, which he experienced 30 years later.  

Don’t be surprised that how well you live fully toward people you meet daily can go a 

long way in placing you in the path of “figurative return”. Thus, it wouldn’t be out 

of place to always ask yourself as you step out to embark on your daily 

activities, vital questions such like: ''How best can I live fully toward my 

neighbors today?" 

I consider this question to be important not necessarily because of the 

advantages associated with the law of figurative return but because it primes 

you toward living fully on a daily basis. William Ames, who lived in the 15th 

century once said; “In contentment and joy are found the height and perfection of all 

love toward our neighbor”. Thus, the more you live fully by exhibiting vital 

qualities such as love toward your neighbors, the more joy and inner 

contentment or peace you experience.  
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CHAPTER 8 

WITHIN WORK ENVIRONMENT  

     

One memory that remains crystal clear and vivid till date about growing up in 

my home town was the early morning bustling activities every working day of 

the week. Often times, on my way to school between 7am and 8am I couldn't 

help but notice the busy nature of streets and interstate roads as people either 

hastily walked or drove to their various office locations.  

Even in instances where pleasantries need to be exchanged between two 

acquaintances or friends, you often see people exchanging such pleasantries 

hastily while in motion, so as to catch up with the day’s work. Thus, at a very 

tender age, I could literally say I was accustomed to the term “work” even 

before growing up to adulthood.   

At first, I wondered what drove people hastily to office, only to realize years 

later that the struggle for daily survival and existence is a major factor behind 

those early mornings bustling observed on my way to school. According to 

B.C Forbes, “Work is the meat of life, pleasure is the desert”. Thus, work is an 

integral part of human life.  

If you’ve ever talked to someone who had lost a job, you will realize how 

much vacuum such loss had created. Recently, I was reading through the book 

“Mindfulness Medication – A Physician’s Prescription for Stress Relief”, by 

Dr. Phil Blustein, in which the author shared an experience of how one of his 

patients' loss of job affected his health and family negatively. These and many 

other experiences, highlights the importance of work in the attainment of a 

purposeful life. Generally, irrespective of our background as humans, we all 

strive for a fulfilling purpose and meaning in every category of life.  
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''Work gives you meaning and purpose and life is empty 

without it." 

― Stephen Hawking 

 

I agree perfectly with the renowned Theoretical Physicist Stephen Hawking on 

the relevance of work to a meaningful and purposeful life. To emphasize the 

significance of work to life, people often tend to keep searching for desired jobs 

that could give them purpose in every category of life. According to the book, 

“High performance Habit” by Brendon Burchard, life can be categorized into 

health, family, friends, intimate relationship, mission/work, finances, 

adventure, hobby, spirituality and emotion.  

Take for instance, a single or unmarried young man or woman can enjoy 

satisfaction in the above ten categories of life with jobs that requires her to 

travel incessantly from one place to another, while a married man or woman 

with such jobs might not enjoy satisfaction in most of these categories such as 

family relationship, and thus account for unfulfilled life in some categories.  

 Irrespective of your criterion for determining a purposeful life, a meaningful 

and purposeful life cannot be emphasized in isolation of work. Sometimes ago, 

I met Mrs. Williamson whose husband was a top executive member of an oil 

company. Being a nice and open minded woman, we often discuss life in 

general and at some point I asked why she chooses a career as an affiliate 

product distributor over other careers, perhaps an office job.   

She gave valid reasons which revolve around her family decision, and that 

staying as a full house wife isn’t an experience she would like to be associated 

with. Even though her husband has the financial buoyancy to cater for the 

family’s responsibility, she said “being a full house wife  
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wouldn’t result in a fulfilled life”.   

To experiment the significance of work toward a purposeful life, you can 

simply carry out a correlation on a scale of 0 to 10, between selected number of 

people who work and those who do not work, in order to determine variation 

in their life fulfillment. 

 

After such correlation, no doubt you will realize that those who work find 

more meaning and purpose in life. Even in countries where there are social 

systems in place, you will realize people who live solely on social benefit 

(without health issue that mitigate them from working) often do not feel as 

much fulfilled in some categories of life as those who work, even though the 

government might help in one way or the other to cushion the effect of any 

financial burden.  

  

It is important to note that the focus here isn’t to discredit those whose 

circumstances at the moment make them beneficiary of government support or 

a full house wife, but rather to emphasize the significant role of work in 

different categories of life. Thus, daily struggle to survive by engaging in work 

activities is an integral part of our existence as humans toward attaining a 

purposeful life. John Lyndon once said, “The joy of life is in work”.   

Sadly, it isn’t strange to hear people feeling dreadful daily to go to work they 

are passionate about simply because the atmosphere in the office often deprives 

them of joy associated with a purposeful work life. I was privileged to work 

briefly along with Mr. Prince and Mrs Zaare within a cooperative society for a 

short period some time ago. Mrs. Zaare was the team head who happens to be 

an intelligent, vibrant woman while Mr. Prince on the other hand is an 

intelligent guy with strong passion for his job.  

Aside the work approach and personality conflicts between the duos, you can 

obviously tell that they were both excellently great at the implementation of 

their various job descriptions, using their unilateral thinking processes. Mr. 

Prince is known to be passionate about his job, but in most instances he talks 

about how dreadful he feels waking up to prepare for work daily due to the 

strain relationship with his team lead.  
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From my perspective, Mr. Prince is an intelligent man and Mrs. Zaare isn’t 

only intelligent, but vibrant with leadership charisma. Thus, I couldn’t really 

comprehend how two intelligent people could allow minor unsynchronized 

diversity in view result into deprivation of joy associated with a purposeful 

work life. This isn’t just an isolation issue, as the major problem in most work 

environments is often caused by unsynchronized diversity in views, as most 

people tend to ignore essential qualities that makes them stronger as a team. 

Thus, by default, most people don’t really live fully within the work 

environment.  

 

''Let us work without theorizing, it’s the only way to make life 

endurable."  ―  Voltaire 

 

History has often shown that those who lived fully often don’t restrict 

exhibiting essential qualities such as honesty, morality, kindness, compassion, 

goodness and love (HOMOKICOGOLO) to certain categories of life in 

isolation of work environment. Thus, as they live fully within their family, they 

also extend a fully lived life toward others at work. Truly, you can’t rule out 

the fact that some can be emotionally stressed and frustrated about life, and as 

people often give from what they have, they might at instances invite you to 

share in such frustration, which you can honorably decline or accept.  

Considering the globalization of modern society, most organization workforce 

comprises people from different countries and, by default everyone at work 

often has a different orientation about life. Such diversity in orientation is 

known to be a great asset to every organization as it provides employees with 

the opportunity to learn about other cultures and also have a broader view 

toward problem solutions within the work environment.  
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Sometime ago in the early part of 2019, I was perusing a platform where 

employees gave reviews about their company vis-à-vis organization. I find it 

quite fascinating to see how they proudly and passionately describe their 

company in relation to multicultural diversity. Either you work within or 

outside an office setting, you will realize your work would in one way or the 

other expose you to people, who in most cases don't share similar views as 

yours, perhaps due to cultural relativism.  

To live fully within a work environment under such a diverse atmosphere it is 

essential to daily exhibit a mindset that accommodate room for diversity in 

viewpoints and thus look out for an opportunity to live fully toward your team 

members or others outside your department irrespective of any minor or major 

differences.   

One thing I have learnt from my experience both within corporate and non-

corporate work environments is to always look beyond differences and how 

people react or treat me. Though that doesn’t mean I don’t set some healthy 

boundaries when there is a need for one. Those who enjoy living fully within 

the work environment are known to accord due love, kindness, compassion, 

goodness toward everyone within their company irrespective of status such as 

CEO, gatekeeper, cleaners, etc. The beauty of work isn’t more in job 

description as much as living fully toward others within the work environment.  

 

''Caring about people, about things, about life is an act of 

maturity.'' ― Tracy McMillian 

   

As stated in the above quote by Tracy McMillian, you can easily deduce the 

correlation between living fully and maturity. When you sample a group of 

adult’s reactions and responses to someone’s description of them as being 

immature you will realize about 90% would consider such description of them 

as being insultive, while about 10% might consider it to be a neutral statement.   
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Obviously, the larger percentage of people’s reaction to such expression as 

being insultive shows how much human, irrespective of social and cultural 

background, love being associated with high level maturity descriptions. Thus, 

as Tracy rightly pointed out, if you’ve not been caring for people, for life and 

for things, you might be living at a low level of maturity and thereby haven’t 

been living fully.  

Since every human has the inbuilt ability or potential to live fully, it is good to 

know that such potential can be harnessed. One of the key ingredients to living fully 

at work is understanding the core principle of relativism and how it shapes the view and 

actions of people you meet at work.   

Relativism can be easily classified into subjectivism and cultural relativism. 

The two forms of relativism highlights that truths about people’s actions are a 

matter of individual and cultural opinion. Thus, until you factor in 

“relativism” as the rationale for people’s action within the work environment, 

you might not be able to see reasons to live fully toward them and by default 

displaying low level of maturity.  
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CHAPTER 9 

DIFFERENCES ARE NORMAL 

Once at a wedding, the priest was admonishing the newly wedded couple on 

the journey ahead. He gave an example of a failed marriage that dropped the 

jaw of everyone in attendance. He said the morning after their wedding, the 

bride was trying to brush her teeth, and she squeezed the tube of the toothpaste 

at the middle. The husband wouldn’t have them live that way. He insisted the 

tube must be squeezed from the bottom upwards. A simple suggestion that 

could have been done in love and sealed with a kiss probably, escalated into a 

big quarrel.  

The wife insisted that there was nothing wrong with her method while the 

husband was unwavering with his ruling. Well, that was as far as the wedding 

went. They went their separate ways after just a day of marriage or less than a 

day if you want to put the 24hours law ahead of that of night and day. It 

wasn’t conjugal bliss for them; it was more of conjugal horror. How two lovers 

who had probably dated for some months or more, before deciding to spend 

the rest of their lives together would agree to go their separate ways, over the 

use of toothpaste would remain a puzzle to me.  

There are over a thousand ways the issue could have been resolved. And if 

nobody was willing to accept the other person’s view point, they would have 

just resolved to using separate toothpaste and save themselves the heartaches 

and trauma.  

You can only imagine the magnitude of hurt they would both feel. Some of the 

family and friends that traveled down for the wedding might not have even 

returned home before finding out that their trip was not all that successful and 

their joy short-lived. Think of the embarrassment the parents of the couple 

would have to endure amongst their friends and colleagues. All the effort and 

money spent by the couple and other sponsors going down the drain in a 

matter of hours. 
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Is there a fixed rule on how toothpaste should even be applied? I strongly 

doubt it. However, such an inconsequential matter ruined a marriage and 

deprived the world of the potential beauty the marriage would have produced. 

If the groom and/or bride was able to move on after that drama is a topic for 

another day. 

The bottom line is, differences are normal in every sphere of our lives and 

marriage is not left out. No one can go through life by walking away anytime a 

difference in view is spotted. If even against the odds, you manage to walk 

away at every point there’s a perspective contrary to yours, at the end you 

would realize that you didn’t live your life to its fullest. More often than not, 

we should stand and face those situations – even if they challenge our core of 

existence. It is in conquering them that we become stronger. 

In marriage, differences would occur almost at every bend. If it is not well 

handled, then that would be the end. Your spouse might have a different idea 

on what the perfect house would be, the country/state/region where you 

should live, where the kids should school etc. We can all agree that it would be 

very unwise to say “since my wife and I can’t agree on the school our child 

should attend, we wouldn’t be sending him/her to school”. You see, walking 

away would not always be an option for you. You would have to face the 

situation and handle it. 

There are instances where the relationship doesn’t even get to marriage 

because of differences in view. This particular point reminds me of a heart 

aching event that happened to a distant family relative. The lady he was in a 

relationship with got pregnant and he wanted to wed her legally before she 

would put to bed. Prior to this time, he was the person footing the bills of this 

damsel in school including her school fees. 

While preparations were ongoing for the wedding, the lady called one day that 

she needed to buy a carton of soap that her friends who would visit her for the 

period of the wedding would use. This request didn’t rest well with the man 

who was now under different forms of pressure. He had given her money prior 

and wasn’t finding it funny that she needed more and for what he felt was a 

misuse of funds. So he declined her offer.  
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Later in the evening, he decided to call the lady to make peace. He told the 

lady to use part of her school fees to buy the soap, and that he would balance 

the school fees up again before the need for it arises – seeing that her school 

was on strike at the time. How do you think the lady would handle the 

situation? Well, your guess is as wrong as mine. The lady had other ideas. The 

difference in view over that carton of soap had given her a nudge to walk 

away.     

She called off the wedding! Wait, what…over a carton of soap that she was 

given the funds for afterwards? Exactly! But she was pregnant how did she 

handle that? She aborted the babies (it was a set of twins). I don’t know how 

you feel reading this, but somehow, I am sure I felt worse when he related his 

ordeal to me. The mere thought of all that could have been and the reality of 

what is, gives me trauma anytime I recall this unfortunate event. 

In the wedding that was ruined because of toothpaste application, I wasn’t sure 

how the groom and bride handle the divorce. But in this matter, I am. The 

man was so devastated. It planted a seed of hatred in his heart against so many 

people especially the parents of the lady. No matter how they denied it, he felt 

they were in support of the actions of their daughter. He couldn’t take another 

wife after that particular overwhelming event. Few years later, he was 

snatched by death. 

With the way he died, human reasoning would suggest that he wouldn’t have 

died that soon or that way if he was married. Such a big shame, how a little, 

very insignificant difference in perspective would be all that matters at the end 

of the day.  

I know of another wedding that was called off, because the bride and  

groom couldn’t settle on the priest that would join them. The wedding was 

going to hold in the brides Church, so the groom said since he has 

compromised on the venue; the bride’s family should cut him some slack and 

allow his pastor to join them. It became a very big deal. The wedding was 

called off in the morning of the supposed wedding date. 
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The supposed groom was so devastated, he had to take a leave from work to 

go and cool off in another state with his brother. The bride on the other hand 

broke down badly too. All the funds put into the ceremony went down the 

drain, the emotional trauma on both parties involved: it is heart breaking what 

differences can cause when they are not amicably resolved. 

Earlier this year (2020), I was told of a very sad incident that happened in a 

small town in Abuja, the capital of Nigeria. After having a disagreement over 

family relatives visiting them, somehow, the matter got a little out of hand. 

The husband started insisting that the wife would leave the house, if his 

relatives can’t visit. Church leaders came to the house to talk to the man and 

he obliged and agreed to settle with the wife. 

Later that night, the wife went to the kitchen and heated water to boiling point. 

She locked the door and put the keys away. She went to the room and spilled 

all the water on the man thereafter; she started hitting him repeatedly with a 

pestle. He was helplessly screaming on the bed in excruciating pains calling 

out for help. The neighbors had to break the door to the man’s rescue. A 

neighbor who went to visit the man in the hospital couldn’t withstand the meat 

in her meal afterward because of the horror she saw in the hospital. 

It doesn’t take rocket science to know that the couple had to separate after that 

incident. The husband however opted not to take legal actions against his wife. 

This is a once upon a time happy family of 6 (four children included), thrown 

into unfamiliar sour feeling and energy over a matter that could have been 

ironed out and a compromise met. 
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There are several other instances where the littlest of hitches waters down 

years of hard work, sweat and blood. Sometimes we have conflicting opinions 

in our heart concerning some specific matters. But we don’t resolve them by 

walking away from ourselves. On the contrary, we settle down to weigh the 

pros and cons and then make logical decisions. 

We must come to terms with the reality that differences are normal; however, 

the way out shouldn’t be violence or excessive force. Differences are normal, 

war isn’t! 

Anytime we try to resolve differences with force either to show superiority or 

to prove some other points, it more often than not results in casualties. 
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CHAPTER 10 

VIOLENCE IS ABNORMAL 

An incident occurred sometime ago that challenged my perspective of life. 

Very interesting event it was. There was this football field around my house 

where I always went to play football in the evening. We were mostly young 

boys and sometimes we’d have one or two older men (training with us) who 

would want to stretch their body and have fun all the same. 

It was not an organized team so there was no laid down rules whatsoever. In 

fact, the ball we played with was owned by the man who is the core of this 

story. The man is a married successful lawyer who played the game to keep fit 

and have fun. He is very lovable and didn’t rub it on our faces that he was way 

older and might have kids that are our age mate. We might be naughty at 

times with him, but we always accorded him due respect.   

He was such a gem. He would diligently bring the ball to the field every 

evening and even when he was done playing, he would sit aside and wait until 

the last kick of the ball before going home with the ball. I will henceforth refer 

to him as ‘Lawyer’ for a swifter flow with the story. 

 On this fateful day, we had a larger number of players in attendance for 

training; and the larger the crowd, the more individual opinions on how things 

should be done. There was a little misunderstanding and Lawyer had a 

seemingly different opinion from that of another man on how it should be 

handled.  

Evidently, Lawyer is older than the other man. Howbeit, the other man was 

reputed for his strength in our area. Failing to realize that Lawyer is older than 

him, he felt disrespected that Lawyer dared to disagree with his method. A 

rather calm conversation began to gather momentum. The other man lost his 
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cool and slapped Lawyer twice. The slaps were so thunderous that it was a 

miracle that Lawyer was still standing on his feet. We were all shell shocked.  

We watched on expectantly to see how Lawyer would respond to such 

extreme provocation. Without uttering a word, Lawyer ran to where the ball 

was, picked it up and was bouncing it to where he kept his other stuff. He put 

his things together and jogged home. Everyone was amazed! This is one of the 

instances where you wouldn’t mind the strength or size of the provocateur, 

before landing your retaliatory punch.  But Lawyer knew quite alright that – 

differences are normal, provocation is wrong and not retaliating fits the 

narrative- two wrongs don’t make a right. 

The man who slapped Lawyer was very scared at the absence of violent 

response. We thought to ourselves, “apparently he must have gone straight to 

call the police and would take legal actions” In fact, some people hung around 

till late into the night to witness the rest of the drama. But there was nothing 

more to unfold.  Lawyer went home and never came back to the field where he 

was greatly disrespected! 

Stop being brave 

If you are vexed in your heart that Lawyer didn’t retaliate immediately, if you 

are pissed and think he was a coward to walk away, then you have not seen 

what I am pointing out yet. Differences are normal and they would show up at 

every time. Sometimes differences evolve into violence. We must not follow it 

up to that point, no, we should not.  

Would Lawyer have taken legal steps to punish his offender? Totally, though it 

was up to him, I am a hundred percent behind him. However, what would 

have been crude, wrong and frowned at would have been exchanging punches. 

Throwing punches wasn’t hard; it’s in restraining ones’ self that true strength is 

tested. 

There is no ''braveness" in violent conducts! 
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There was a time an inter-street fight came to be for something lesser than 

what happened to Lawyer. The fight lasted for days and there was intense 

violence, fear and bloodshed. It took several arrests to calm that storm. 

We must understand that at some point being ‘brave’ is a show of weakness. A 

friend of mine ended a relationship with a lady he dearly loved. He was 

emotionally traumatized and none of it made any sense to me. So I asked him 

why he would end a relationship with someone he still loved so much. He 

responded by saying “we have fundamental differences” – one that couldn’t be 

looked over or compromised. The brave thing to do was to call it quit. 

Sometimes we endure very violent relationships in the guise of being brave and 

we end up losing so much. We lose our dignity, our esteem and mess up our 

core.  

Stop being ‘brave’; leave if you have to. 

 

Everyone wants to be heard 

When we are talking and we feel no one is hearing us or getting our point, we 

naturally increase our voice, we begin to scream/shout. While it is more or 

less a default response, it is not always the safest route. Because when 

everyone begins to scream, no one will be heard. On the contrary, there will be 

chaos that can easily metamorphose into violent conflicts.  

Everyone is misunderstood in chaos! 

If you paid close attention to the narration of Lawyer, you’d notice I said his 

views were ‘seemingly’ different from that of the other man; seemingly 

different because they were actually saying the same thing in different ways 

without knowing. If everyone is talking, it doesn’t matter what they are saying 

individually, no one will be able to make sense of what the other party is 

saying. If the other man wasn’t too quick to strike Lawyer, maybe he would 

have known that they both shared the same sentiments.  
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Just as we all desire to be heard, we must return that platform to others too. 

And we shouldn’t just listen to respond; we should listen to understand what 

the other person’s point of view is and probably respond. 

 

“Raise your words, not voice. It is rain that grows flowers, not 

thunder.” ― Rumi 

 

Play the ‘fool’ in Desperate Times 

When lawyer jogged home after being slapped heavily twice, many people 

started saying different things. Mostly, it was about how they would react if 

they were the ones who got slapped. Varying opinions were thrown in the 

air… 

“I would have left a mark on his body” 

“I would have returned the slapped immediately with higher force” 

“If it was me, I’d make sure one of us would be hospitalized this night” 

I didn’t envy any of these daring remarks. Some, if not most of them, thought 

Lawyer to be a fool with the way he responded. Well, to look beyond 

differences you’d at times have to take slap on the cheek and literally if need 

be.  

I remember an acquaintance that was provoked and got into a fight. The fight 

didn’t last long before his opponent pulled out a knife and stabbed him. He 

spent several weeks/months in the hospital and almost lost his life in the 

process. If he had walked away and played the fool when he was provoked, he 

wouldn’t have had to go through such pain. His life was put on hold for several 

months and it was so bad that at some point, one would wonder if he was 

going to get on with his life or lose it. 
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In same breath, if Lawyer hadn’t played the fool to ensure peace, he might 

have ended up either in the hospital or jail. Playing the fool doesn’t invalidate 

the role of justice. On the contrary, it keeps your record clean of any wrong 

doing when you decide and begin to seek justice.       
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CHAPTER 11 

HOMOKICOGOLO 

Tired after work, a woman decided to make a stop at the fishmonger’s place so 

she could make fish stew when she gets home. The fishmonger had only one 

fish left in the fridge, so after exchanging pleasantries with the woman, he 

obliged to her request and pulled out the fish from the fridge. He proceeded to 

tell her how much the fish would cost her. The woman nodded and asked him 

if he had a bigger fish. The fishmonger replied in the affirmative, put the fish 

back into the fridge, and pulled it out like it was another fish. He felt the 

woman wouldn’t notice the difference in size and wanted to play a fast one on 

her. Then he mentioned a higher price for the ‘new fish’. The woman 

responded “Great! Let me have the two fishes” 

The fishmonger was stunned. He didn’t have two fishes to sell. He only had 

one and wanted to play a quick one on the woman. He was left stranded at the 

woman’s request. However, the fishmonger dealt with his dilemma wasn’t 

stated in the original story except I make it up right away… I don’t intend to 

though. The morality of the story is already obvious at this point. The 

awkwardness of the fishmonger’s situation is glaring even to the blind.  Robert 

Brault once said, "Every lie is two lies, the lie we tell others and the lie we tell 

ourselves to justify it."   

Any group, be it a little village or big nation with dishonest people in the helm 

of affairs will suffer from their dishonesty gravely! The expression “Honesty is 

the best policy” is not 'old school' neither is it a cliché. Only an honest person 

can be accountable. As a voter, when going to the polls, you should look out 

for a candidate with an honest track record. And all leaders should try by all 

means to install honesty into their followers.  

Sometimes, being honest it is painful or better put, comes at a price. The 

outcome might be sour or we think it would be sour. In the case of this 

fishmonger, he felt if he told the woman that he didn’t have any other fish 

bigger or smaller, she would walk away. He might as well have had the notion 

http://quotesabout.us/author/r/robert-brault
http://quotesabout.us/author/r/robert-brault
http://www.greatexpectations.org/wp-content/uploads/pdf/lp/honesty/Every%20lie%20is%20two%20lies%20quote.pdf
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that the woman would say since that was the last fish in the fridge, the fish 

wasn’t fresh and she wouldn’t be interested in buying it. He wanted to turn his 

situation around by not only selling the last fish but for more than its worth. 

Well, we all know where that got him.  

*** 

There is this other story of two dishonest people who both dished themselves a 

plate of deceit. A man was traveling pass a small town and he saw a woman 

standing by the road side. She was holding out a giant grass-cutter (cane-rat) to 

the vehicles driving pass. He thought to himself that he could make a nice 

meal for himself with it when he got to his destination. So he pulled over and 

negotiated the price of the grass-cutter with the woman. When they reached a 

price that was good for both parties involved, the man asked her to put the 

animal in the boot of the car and come for her cash. 

While the woman was going to the boot of the car to drop the animal, she 

thought to herself… 

“What if I pretend like I have put this animal in the boot and get the cash for 

it? Then I would quickly sell it to another traveler before he would notice. By 

the time he would come to look for me, I would be long gone. After all, I don’t 

have a shop here. I am just a circumstantial seller.”  

While she was brooding over her thought, the driver was also thinking of his 

own plans and how to execute it.  He pondered... 

“What if I speed off immediately she puts the animal in the car boot? She is on 

foot and wouldn’t be able to chase me. There is also no way she would wait 

here till I am traveling pass this route again. Even if she does, I would just 

speed pass her upon my return moreover, at that time, she wouldn’t have any 

evidence that she sold something to me which I did not pay for” 

Well, the woman was the first to execute her plan. She got to the boot of the 

car, opened it and dropped the animal on the ground and banged car boot to 

give the driver the notion that she had put the grass-cutter in the boot. Then 

she began to make her way towards the driver to get her money. The driver on 
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the other hand on sensing that the grass-cutter has been placed in his car boot, 

sped off immediately. He didn’t see that a vehicle had parked in front of him 

so he ran into the car. On the other hand, the restraint on the grass-cutter cut 

loose and the grass-cutter ran into the woods. 

The driver had to come out to see how much damage he had done to his car 

and that which was parked in front of him; while the woman looked on as her 

grass-cut ran free into the woods.  

While some might laugh at the outcome of their dishonest choices, the story 

more significantly highlights the grave negativity that can come out of such 

dishonest ventures.  

No form of relationship will thrive if either or any of the parties is being 

dishonest. In truth, everyone involved ends up being hurt (to varying degrees). 

In the case of the fish monger, the woman who wanted to buy fish had 

conditioned her mind that she would be getting two fishes only to find out that 

she had been lied to and could only access one fish. In the narrative of the 

grass-cutter, it is even more severe. The seller lost her grass-cutter without 

getting a dime for it. If she had put the grass-cutter into the boot of the car, she 

would have opened it and taken it out when the driver hit the car ahead of him 

since he didn’t pay her. The driver on the other hand would now be spending 

money on repairs not just for his car alone but also for the one he bashed into. 

 

“Honesty builds, dishonesty dismantles.” 

 

Nothing built on the foundation of dishonesty will last or stand the test of time.  

• In the work place, we have heard of instances and seen countless times 

how people would lie on their CVs and resumes to land a job; then their 

incompetence would expose them and they would be shamefully 

dismissed.  
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• In school, some students cheat to get desired grades and are either 

caught & expelled or graduate with good grades and become very bad 

professionals. 

• More often than not, romantic relationships and marriages have met 

their end at the juncture of dishonesty. 

On paper, the ruins caused by dishonesty, is hardly exhaustible. 

There was a Nigerian who was working in Canada. He was married in Nigeria 

so he would always make time to visit his lovely family. His marriage had 

produced four children and he was working really hard to relocate the family 

to Canada. When he finally had an open window to relocate his family to 

Canada, a DNA test was required to proof that he was actually trying to 

relocate with his children and not some other people’s children. When the 

result of the test came out, none of the children were his! 

It was rumored that the punch the man landed on his wife’s face cost her four 

teeth. And that was how a marriage of several years went down the drain on 

the altar of dishonesty.   

 

HONESTY (HO) 

“Never be afraid to raise your voice for honesty and truth and 

compassion against injustice and lying and greed. If people all 

over the world would do this, it would change the earth.” 

― William Faulkner 

 

According to the Wikipedia, honesty is a facet of moral character that 

connotes positive and virtuous attributes such as integrity, truthfulness, 

straightforwardness, including straightforwardness of conduct, along with the 
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absence of lying, cheating, theft, etc. Honesty also involves being trustworthy, 

loyal, fair, and sincere. 

Warren Buffet at a time said, “Honesty is a very expensive gift. Don’t expect it 

from cheap people.” There is so much truth in this! It's honesty that makes you 

a bigger person! 

Honesty is a major tool in handling differences in whatever sphere of our lives 

we are attending to. Be it family (marriage), school, social gatherings, work 

place, religious setting, etc. in dealing with differences, you don’t have to fake 

it. On the contrary, you should rather be honest.  

In handling differences, you have to be open to having very honest 

conversations. By honest conversations, you should be willing to listen to what 

the other person has to say. Not just listening to respond, but listening to 

understand why the person holds such notion on that particular subject matter. 

You on the other hand, should also speak your truth and be expressive with 

the way you feel about something and why you hold and uphold your 

perspective. 

It is no wonder nations sit down to dialogue and reach several agreements and 

compromises. Honesty cannot be overemphasized when it comes to handling 

differences in points of view. 

 

“Honesty and transparency make you vulnerable. Be honest 

and transparent anyway.” - Mother Teresa 
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MORALITY (MO) 

“The first principle of value that we need to rediscover is this: 

that all reality hinges on moral foundations. In other words, 

that this is a moral universe, and that there are moral laws of 

the universe just as abiding as the physical laws” 

― Martin Luther King Jr. 

 

Moral is concerned with the principle of right and wrong behavior.  

Morality then according to Wikipedia is the differentiation of intentions, 

decisions and actions between those that are distinguished as proper and those 

that are improper.  Morality can be a body of standards or principles derived 

from a code of conduct from a particular philosophy, religion or culture, or it 

can derive from a standard that a person believes should be universal.  

Morality may also be specifically synonymous with "goodness" or "rightness" 

As a rule of thumb, doing right should supersede any form of difference. You 

should always quiz yourself if your actions are moral, immoral or amoral. It is 

always best to act and react in a moral manner.   

 

“Always do what is right. It will gratify half of mankind and 

astound the other.” 

― Mark Twain  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intention
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_actions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Code_of_conduct
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synonym
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Good
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KINDNESS (KI) 

“Let no one ever come to you without leaving better and 

happier. Be the living expression of God’s kindness: kindness in 

your face, kindness in your eyes, kindness in your smile.” 

― Mother Teresa 

 

Wikipedia says: Kindness is a type of behavior marked by acts of generosity, 

consideration, or concern for others, without having an expectation of praise 

or reward. It is considered a virtue and is recognized as a value in many 

cultures and religions. 

From this definition, you see that it would be difficult to have a proper 

relationship with others if you are not open to showing and receiving kindness. 

Kindness is one of the most beautiful things in the world. 

 In Aristotle book "Rhetoric" (Book II), he defines kindness as "helpfulness 

towards someone in need, not in return for anything, nor for the advantage of 

the helper himself, but for that of the person helped"  

Friedrich Nietzsche (a German philosopher, cultural critic, composer, poet, 

and philologist whose work has exerted a profound influence on modern 

intellectual history) considered kindness and love to be the "most curative herbs 

and agents in human intercourse". Kindness is considered to be one of 

the Knightly Virtues. In Meher Baba's teachings, God is synonymous with 

kindness: "God is so kind that it is impossible to imagine His unbounded 

kindness!  

The lyrics from Glen Campbell’s song “Try a little kindness” by all means does 

justice to this particular subject matter. Little wonder it was nominated 

for Academy of Country Music Award for Song of the Year.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_(personal_and_cultural)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aristotle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhetoric_(Aristotle)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Nietzsche
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosopher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_critic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Composer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Poet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_philosophy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_philosophy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knightly_Virtues
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meher_Baba
https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&sa=X&rlz=1C1CHBD_enNG849NG849&biw=1366&bih=625&sxsrf=ALeKk02-P8gjSDzCK0ofLQfQDZlUUpUwvg:1600334515037&q=Academy+of+Country+Music+Award+for+Song+of+the+Year&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEw2jU8rNyk0UeLSz9U3yDIrKE4r01LPTrbSzy0tzkzWL0pNzi9KycxLj0_OKS0uSS2yysvPzcxLLMnMzytexGrsmJyYkppbqZCfpuCcX5pXUlSp4AvSqOBYnliUopCWX6QQnJ-XDpIvyUhViExNLNrByggAHh96vX8AAAA&ved=2ahUKEwiP_qjS7u_rAhXCiVwKHRnqDSEQmxMoATAIegQIChAD
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“Be kind, for everyone you meet is fighting a harder battle.” 

- Plato 

 

COMPASSION (CO)  

“A human being is a part of the whole called by us universe, a 

part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his 

thoughts and feeling as something separated from the rest, a 

kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a 

kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and 

to affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task must be 

to free ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of 

compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of 

nature in its beauty.” 

― Albert Einstein 

 

The etymology of "compassion" is Latin. And it means "co-suffering." 

Compassion involves "feeling for another" and is a precursor to empathy, the 
"feeling as another" capacity for better person-centered acts of active 

compassion; in common parlance active compassion is the desire to alleviate 

another's suffering.  

Compassion involves allowing ourselves to be moved by suffering and 

experiencing the motivation to help alleviate and prevent it. An act of 

compassion is defined by its helpfulness. Qualities of compassion are patience 
and wisdom; kindness and perseverance; warmth and resolve. It is often, 

though not inevitably, the key component in what manifests in the social 

context as altruism. Expression of compassion is prone to be hierarchical, 

paternalistic and controlling in responses.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Empathy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desire_(emotion)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helpfulness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Altruism
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Difference between sympathy and compassion is that the former responds to 

suffering from sorrow and concern while the latter responds with warmth and 

care (Wikipedia)  

 

In all honesty, we thrive regardless of our differences if we choose to be 

compassionate towards one another. Compassion is a step ahead of both 

empathy and sympathy. 

 

Sympathy looks in and says, "I'm sorry.” 
Compassion goes in and says, "I’m with you.“ 

Sympathy looks in and says, "I would like to help." 
Compassion goes in and says, "I am here to help." 

Sympathy says, "I wish I could carry your burden." 
Compassion says "Cast your burden on me." 
Sympathy often irritates with many words. 

Compassion helps and hears in quietness and understanding. 
― Author Unknown 

 

 

GOODNESS (GO)  

“Treat those who are good with goodness, and also treat those 

who are not good with goodness. Thus goodness is attained.” 

― Lao Tzu 

 

I remember one time that I went to use the ATM with my friend. None of us 

had cash on us so we needed the money badly. We joined the queue and 

continued with what we were talking about while waiting for our turn to use 

the machine. We noticed the crowd started murmuring and it dawned on us 

that the machine had stopped dispensing cash. It was heartbreaking and we 
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really needed cash so we decided to go to the next bank which was about ten 

minutes’ walk from where we were.  

As we turned to go, we noticed one of the men who was on the queue had a 

car. So we approached him and asked if we could join him to the next bank in 

his car. He immediately declined and said he wasn’t going to the bank rather 

he was returning home. Obviously he was going to the bank but didn’t want to 

give us a lift for whatever reason. I felt bad. And an argument ensued between 

my friend and I about what just happened.  

My friend was of the opinion that I didn’t have the right to feel bad because it 

wasn’t my car and I didn’t have any say over who gets in and who doesn’t. My 

opinion was that this world is already too hard for us to give ourselves any 

more form of hardship. We should do good. We should be radically good. 

Good denotes the conduct that should be preferred when posed with a choice 

between possible actions. In this case the driver had different options. I dare to 

say his decision wasn’t good to me. We should by all means encourage 

goodness. 

 

“Be noble like the sun; let even those who resent you for 

shinning benefit from your warmth.” 

― Matshona Dhliwayo 

 

LOVE (LO) 

I have a friend whose WhatsApp ''about'' space (formerly called status) has 

been “I love people” for well over a year. It looks ordinary but when given 

thorough thought, it is very deep.  

Love is such a powerful tool. It’s love that shoulders all other tools with which 

we can see beyond differences in others and live with them, work with them 
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and achieve greatness. Quoting Thomas Merton; “Love is, in fact, an intensification 

of life, a completeness, a fullness, a wholeness of life.” We live fully when we love. 

Wikipedia defines love as an encompassing range of strong and 

positive emotional and mental states, from the most sublime virtue or good 

habit, the deepest interpersonal affection and to the simplest pleasure. An 

example of this range of meanings is that the love of a mother differs from the 

love of a spouse, which differs from the love of food. Most commonly, love 

refers to a feeling of strong attraction and emotional attachment.  

If we can work on ourselves to be loving and have strong attraction for 

everyone around us, we would always see a human in the other person rather 

than skin colour; we would see a human rather than a short person, dullard, 

foreigner, opponent etc. 

Mother Teresa sums it up with her quotes on love:  

“Love cannot remain by itself – it has no meaning. Love has to 

be put into action, and that action is service” 

“If you judge people, you have no time to love them.” 

“I have found the paradox, that if you love until it hurts, there 

can be no more hurt, only more love.” 

“We do not need guns and bombs to bring peace, we need love 

and compassion.” 

― Mother Teresa 

If we deliberately work on ourselves and inculcate HOMOKICOGOLO into 

our lives, we wouldn’t just be living fully; we would also be inspiring others to 

do the same. Thereby, making our world much better than we met it.  

Thanks for your time. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emotion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_states
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtue
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interpersonal_relationship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleasure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attachment_(psychology)
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